Juan Ponce de Leon, Spanish explorer and conquistador, first governor of Puerto Rico and
known for leading the first official European expedition to Florida, landing on the East coast.

BY XAVIER CORTADA

500 GARDENS

FLOR500
Flor500 is a participatory art project initiated by
Miami artist Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida’s
quincentennial in 2013 and is also the precursor to
the artist’s Flower Force project. The project aimed
to commemorate Florida’s native flowers on the
quincentennial of Juan Ponce de Leon’s arrival to the
state in 1513. The flower was chosen as the focal
iconography of the project for its historical significance
in the naming of the state by Ponce de Leon, naming
it “La Florida” after the Spanish word for flower - flor.

effort from the various communities and professionals
involved, Flor500 fits into Cortada’s oeuvre naturally,
the socially-engaged intent of this project being
similar to that of his other projects like “Native Flags”
and “Underwater HOA.” This can be seen not only
within the collaborative effort required to undertake
Flor500, but through the way participants interact with
the project. Cortada asks his participants to approach
Florida’s history and commemorate it by planting a
native wildflower, an attempt at returning the natural
environment back to its initial state as it was in 1513.

To accomplish a work of this scale, there required
an ability from the artist to navigate through large
institutions and systems to accomplish the project, an
intention by the artist so to later use the overarching
effort of Flor500 as a framework for others to follow
in the creation of a viable social practice. While
large in scope, Flor500 operates through communal
involvement, the inception of the project requiring a
variety of volunteers across multiple disciplines to
carry out, from a team of scientists that selected five
hundred specific wildflowers native to Florida to be
used in the project, to five hundred different artists
invited to depict a specific wildflower.

However, through this communal involvement Cortada
sets out to impart a comprehension of the state’s
history that is much older than Florida’s celebrated
birthday. Florida’s history did not begin in 1513, it
began much earlier. Cortada wants his audience to
understand that Ponce de Leon’s arrival was important
as it changed the course of everything within the
state, whether positively or negatively. This presents
Flor500 as a historical undertaking, the artist not
only commemorating Florida’s history but prompting
participants to literally grow their own history, adding
to Florida’s already diverse natural landscape.

Historians were invited to develop a list of five hundred
individuals that had a deep impact on the history of
the state. The names of these important individuals
were then used in naming wildflower gardens planted
by individual FLOR500 participants as well as those
organized through universities, schools and libraries
across the state. Through its immense collaborative

In no small way, the production and aftermath of
Flor500 speaks to a greater and more educational
opportunity for the future of the project. This is aided,
intentionally, through the very processes that work to
produce an effort such as this, the documentation of
Flor500 not only acting as a preservation of the work
itself, but a framework for future social engagement.

TOP: Artist Xavier Cortada, Secretary of State Ken Detzner, and Jeff Caster from
the DOT plant the first FLOR500 garden dedicated to the indigenous people of
Florida outside the R. A. Gray building at Capitol Hill, Tallahassee, FL
BOTTOM: FLOR500 garden dedications at schools across the State of Florida

500
HISTORICAL
FIGURES
In a similar vein to the collaboration that naturally evolved between artists and
scientists, Cortada facilitated the creation of one between historian and student.
Through the involvement of a team of state historians operating under guidelines set
out by the artist, the creation of a list of 500 significant individuals to the history of
Florida was formed. While there remained an influence of Cortada from its inception,
this list of 500 was designed to be as unbiased as possible (from the perspective of
the artist), the artist having no involvement in its creation beyond the presentation of
its initial parameters. The names of these important individuals were then used in
naming wildflower gardens planted by individual FLOR500 participants as well as
those organized through universities, schools and libraries across the state.

[ 1 ] Jacqueline Cochran - American pilot, first woman to break the sound barrier, and wartime head of the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP) (1943-1944) - born in Pensacola, FL.
[ 2 ] Ray Charles - American singer, songwriter, pianist, composer, and pioneer of the soul music genre during the 1950s - born to a laborer and laundress from Greenville, FL.
[ 3 ] Pedro Menéndez de Avilés - Spanish admiral and explorer who is remembered for planning the first regular trans-oceanic convoys and for founding St. Augustine, FL in 1565.
[ 4 ] Vicente Martinez-Ybor - Spanish entrepreneur, noted industrialist and cigar manufacturer in Cuba, then Key West, and finally Tampa, FL.
[ 5 ] Walter Elias Disney - Pioneer of the American animation industry, founder of Disneyland in Anaheim, California and Disney World in Orlando, FL.
[ 6 ] Juan Ponce de León - Spanish explorer, conquistador, first governor of Puerto Rico and known for leading the first official European expedition to Florida, landing on the East coast.
[ 7 ] Betty Mae Tiger Jumper - the first and only female chief of the Seminole Tribe of Florida, first Florida Seminole to learn to read and write English, first to graduate from high school
and a nursing program, and co-founder of The Seminole News (now The Seminole Tribune).
[ 8 ] Julia DeForest Tuttle - American business woman who owned property upon which Miami, FL was built, earning her the name “Mother of Miami,” and is the only woman to found
a major American city.
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500 GARDENS

The project works as a gathering, a gathering of shared knowledge. Like any collaborative effort, an individual’s
expertise only further aids the group as a whole; appropriation towards betterment. However, this is a twotoned action, one that is significant in its allusion to reflection as well as prescience. Two parties are involved,
the assimilation of ideas consistent to their ease of understanding.
The participating Florida schools and libraries (across the 67 counties and 8 regions) were encouraged to
plant 500 wildflower gardens, dedicating them to one of 500 important Floridians selected by the team
of historians. In this way, Flor500 asks much of both professional participant as well as schoolchild alike;
there exists an introspectively ceremonial nature in one’s involvement. No stranger to ritualism in his work,
Cortada incorporates this within Flor500 through the student’s education of Florida’s history and its conceptual
importance in the cultivation of their own wildflower garden.

[ 1 ] Beach Creeper at St. Michaels Academy, Fernandina Beach, FL
[ 2 ] Palmetto Elemntary School’s Mrs. Patricia Rottino Cummins’ fourth grade class, Palmetto Bay, FL
[ 3 ] Artist Xavier Cortada, Secretary of State Ken Detzner, and Jeff Caster from the DOT plant Florida wildflowers outsied the R. A. Gray building at Capitol Hill, Tallahassee, FL
[ 4 ] FLOR500 garden at Collier County South Regional Library, Naples, FL
[ 5 ] Springwood Elementary School’s Mrs. Cindy Rodriguez’s fourth grade class, Tallahassee, FL
[ 6 ] St. Michaels Academy students plant their FLOR500 garden, Fernandina Beach, FL
[ 7 ] FLOR500 garden dedication at Delray Beach City Hall, Delray Beach, FL

[7]

FLOR500 invited 500 schools and libraries from across the state’s 67 counties to plant 500 wildflower gardens and
dedicate them to one of 500 important Floridians (selected by a team of historians). This opportunity allowed for
students to develop skills in art, history, and nature as they participate in celebrating 500 years of Florida.

REGION 1
1. Florida’s Native People in A.D. 1500 - Museum of Florida
History
2. Abraham, Interpreter, Soldier
3. Caroline Baker Allen, Educator, Civic Leader
4. Alonso Alvarez de Pineda, Spanish Explorer
5. Andres de Arriola, Spanish Governor of Pensacola
6. Edward Ball, Businessman
7. James Hartley Beal, Pharmacist, Conchologist, Educator
8. Benboe Family, Entrepreneurs
9. Willie H. Blankston, Civil Rights Activist
10. Charles H. Bliss, Magazine Publisher, Mayor
11. William Alexander Blount, Sr., Attorney
12. Marianna Bonifay, Businesswoman
13. Henry Marie Brackenridge, Businessman
14. Francis Celestino Brent, Businessman
15. John Thomas Brooks, Founder of Fort Walton Beach
16. John William Brooks, Civic Leader, Businessman
17. Wallace Bruce, Poet, Magazine Editor, Civic Leader
18. Lola Lee Daniell Bruington, Historian
19. Erwin S. Buck, Early Settler, Merchant, Postmaster
20. Dr. Alvin Wentworth Chapman, Physician
21. Sam Charles, Businessman
22. William D. Chipley, Businessman, Mayor
23. Jacqueline Cochran, Aviator
24. Fanny-Fern Smith Davis, Botanist
25. Filo de la Rua, Public Official
26. Juan de la Rua, Businessman, Public Official
27. Leonard Destin, Founder of Destin
28. William Curtis Dobbins, Reverend, Civil Rights Activist
29. Ebenezer Dorr, Territorial Marshall
30. Elias Durnford, Civil Engineer
31. Zebulon Elijah, Public Official
32. Joseph Forsyth, Businessman
33. General Bernardo de Gálvez, Spanish Official
34. Antonio Garcon, Interpreter
35. Adam J. Gerlach, Early Settler, Businessman
36. Silas Gibson, Early Settler
37. Ida Goodson, Musician
38. Bill Harbeson III, Businessman
39. Modeste Hargis, Pharmacist
40. William Harvey, Funeral Home Owner
41. Andrew Jackson, Military General, Territorial Governor,
President
42. Liza Jackson, Community Activist
43. General Daniel “Chappie” James, Jr., Air Force General
44. Lilly James, Educator
45. John Kelker, Minister
46. Claude Roy Kirk, Jr., Governor
47. Conrad Kupfrian, Businessman
48. Christian S. LaRoche, Civic Leader
49. William C. Lazarus, Engineer, Museum Founder
50. Yulee Way Lazarus, Museum Founder, Curator
51. Tierce Lee, Businessman
52. Matthew M. Lewey, Newspaper Publisher
53. Addie Rushton Lewis, Educator
54. Tristan de Luna, Spanish Leader of First Settlement
Attempt at Pensacola
55. William Allen Lundy, Civil War Veteran
56. Dr. Vernon McDaniel, Educator
57. Alexander McGillivray, Creek Indian Leader
58. Stephen R. Mallory, Confederate Secretary of the Navy
59. Rev. Hawthorne Konrad “H. K.” Matthews, Civil Rights
Activist
60. Theophalis May, Historic Preservationist

61. Clifford Meigs, Developer, Mayor
62. Arturo Menillo, Photographer
63. Julia Mooney and Euphrates Mooney, Early Settlers,
Postmasters
64. Richard R. Morris, Lighthouse Keeper, Businessman
65. John Newton, Minister, Educator
66. Julian Olsen, Community Activist
67. William Panton, Businessman
68. Edward A. Perry, Governor
69. James E. Plew, Businessman
70. James Polkinghorne, Sr., Pharmacist
71. James Polkinghorne, Jr., Tuskegee Airman Pilot
72. Chester Pruitt, Police Officer
73. Sarah Frances Brooks Pryor, Educator, Community
Activist
74. Thomas Jefferson “TJ” Pryor, Jr., Businessman, Mayor
75. William Columbus Pryor, Educator, Mayor
76. Jessie Rogers, Early Settler
77. Salvador Ruby, Soldier, Businessman
78. Eugene Edwin Saunders, Businessman
79. Robert Lee Fulton Sikes, Politician
80. Andrew Simpson and Ezekiel Simpson, Businessmen
81. Theodore “Theo” Staff, Early Settler, Businessman
82. John Sunday, Public Official, Businessman
83. Thomas DeSaille Tucker, Attorney, University President
84. Timothy Twitchell, Businessman
85. The Walton Guard, Civil War Company
86. T. T. Wentworth, Jr., Museum Founder
87. Dr. Henry Clay White, Jr., Physician
88. Dr. Henry G. Williams, Physician
89. Charles Wilson, Attorney
90. Philip Keyes Yonge, Businessman, Civic Leader

REGION 2
91. Lassie Goodbread Black, Community Activist
92. Carolyn Mays Brevard, Educator, Historian
93. Richard Keith Call, Territorial Governor
94. Dr. Alpha Omega Campbell, Physician
95. Witt A. Campbell, Educator
96. William Thomas Cash, State Librarian
97. Francis Castelnau, (Compte de), Naturalist, Artist
98. Dr. Merritt Ryals Clements, Physician
99. Mary Call Darby Collins, Historic Preservationist
100. Thomas LeRoy Collins, Governor
101. Frederick Preston Cone, Governor
102. Dr. J. Broward Culpepper, Educator
103. Julius Diamond, Businessman
104. Ruby Diamond, Philanthropist
105. Dorothy Dodd, State Archivist, Photographer
106. Patricia Stephens Due, Civil Rights Activist
107. Francis Eppes, Civic Leader
108. The Florencia Family, Spanish Officials of Apalachee
Province
109. Timothy Thomas Fortune, Journalist
110. William Patrick Foster, Band Director
111. Millie Francis (Malee), Soldier’s Advocate
112. Francisco Galindo, Ranch Overseer
113. Thomas Van Renssalaer Gibbs, Politician
114. John Gorrie, Physician, Inventor - Springwood
Elementary School , Tallahassee
115. Dr. William J. Gunn, Physician
116. William Hardon, Businessman
117. Amos Hargrett, Public Official
118. Alvan S. Harper, Photographer
119. Wilhelmina Jakes and Carrie Patterson, Civil Rights
Activist

120. McKinley Jeffers, Educator, Community Activist
121. Captain Colin P. Kelly, Jr., World War II Pilot
122. Leander Kirksey, Band Director
123. William Knott and Luella Pugh Knott, Government
Official and Community Activist
124. Fred Douglas Lee, Policeman
125. Louise Maclay, Philanthropist
126. Nathan Kellogg McGill, Attorney, Publisher
127. Thomas McLeary, Public Official
128. Robert Meacham, Minister, Politician
129. Juan Mendoza and Diego Salvador, Indian Interpreters
in Apalachee Province
130. Gladys Milton, Midwife
131. Catherine Murat, Historic Preservationist
132. Minnie Jones Niblack, Educator
133. “Father” James Page, Minister, Public Official
134. Claude Pepper, Politician
135. Fray Martín Prieto, Franciscan Missionary
136. George Proctor, Builder
137. John Elias Proctor, Educator, Politician
138. John Gilmore Riley, Educator and Businessman
139. Ray Charles Robinson, Musician
140. George Washington Scott, Confederate Civil War
Officer, Businessman
141. Hernando de Soto, Explorer
142. Rev. Charles Kenzie “C.K.” Steele, Civil Rights Activist
143. Dr. William Spencer Stevens, Physician
144. Sergeant Ernest “Boots” Thomas, World War II Soldier
145. Sam Wahnish, Mayor
146. George Walter Wetmore, Public official
147. John Lee Williams, Attorney
148. C. Bette Wimbish, Politician

REGION 3

REGION 4

REGION 5

REGION 6

REGION 7

REGION 8

149. William Bartram, Naturalist and Writer
150. Abbie Brooks, Writer and Historian
151. Napoleon Bonaparte Broward, Governor
152. Frank B. Butler, Businessman and Community Leader
153. Gabriel Diaz Vera Calderón, Bishop of Cuba
154. Merian Cooper, Movie Producer
155. Ninah Cummer, Arts Patron, Museum Founder
156. Wellington Cummer, Businessman
157. Henrietta Cuttino Dozier, Architect
158. Sir Francis Drake, Privateer
159. William Pope Duval, Territorial Leader
160. Juan Jose de Estrada, Spanish Governor
161. George Rainsford Fairbanks, Civic Leader and
Historian
162. Alverdo Adair Geitgey, Land Developer
163. John Preston Hall, Sr., Community Leader
164. Oliver Hardy, Comic Actor
165. Isaiah Hart, Community Founder and Leader
166. Nina Hawkins, Journalist and Historic Preservationist
167. May Mann Jennings, Environmental Activist
168. James Weldon Johnson, Poet, Diplomat, and Civil
Rights activist
169. Anna Madgigaine Jai Kingsley, Free African,
Plantation Owner
170. Zephaniah Kingsley Jr., Slave Trader and Plantation
Owner
171. Henry John Klutho, Architect
172. Captain René Goulaine de Laudonnière, Explorer
173. Abraham Lincoln Lewis, Businessman
174. Father Francisco Lopez de Mendoza Grajales,
Chaplain
175. Gregor MacGregor, Revolutionary
176. Rhoda Martin, Community Leader
177. Francisco Menéndez, Militia Leader
178. Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, Founder of St. Augustine
179. Charles E. Merrill, Businessman
180. Manuel de Montiano, Spanish Governor
181. Richard Norman, Filmmaker
182. Friar Francisco Pareja, Missionary and Writer
183. Verle A. Pope, Businessman, Politician, and Community
Leader
184. Asa Philip Randolph, Civil Rights Activist
185. Chloe Merrick Reed, Educator and Humanitarian
186. Denys Rolle, Landowner
187. Bernard Romans, Cartographer
188. Saturiwa, Timucuan Leader
189. Augusta Savage, Sculptor
190. Sisters of St. Joseph, Educators and Humanitarians
191. Sitiki (Jack Smith)
192. Franklin Waldo Smith, Architect and Historic
Preservationist
193. Harriet Beecher Stowe, Author
194. Helen Hunt West, Political Activist, Journalist
195. Eartha White, Humanitarian
196. Emily Lloyd Wilson, Historian and Librarian
197. Laura Woodward, Artist
198. David Levy Yulee, Politician and Railroad Owner

199. Dr. Frank Adamo, World War II Physician
200. Blanche Armwood, Educator, Community Activist, Civil
Rights Activist
201. John Vincent Atanasoff, Physicist
202. Cedric Donald Atkins, Citrus Industry Researcher
203. Rev. Joel E. Atkins, Minister, Civil Rights Activist
204. Wogan Stanhope Badcock, Sr., Businessman
205. Black Organizations of Tampa
206. Edward William Bok, Author, Philanthropist - Liane
Sippin
207. Johnny Henderson Burnett, Baseball Player
208. Alvar Nuñez Cabeza de Vaca, Spanish Explorer
209. Eleanor McWilliams Chamberlain, Suffragist
210. John King Cheyney
211. Lawton Mainor Chiles Jr., Governor
212. Herbert Jackson Drane, Politician
213. Jack Eckerd, Businessman, Philanthropist
214. George E. Edgecomb, Judge
215. Esteban, Explorer
216. Percival Elliott Fansler, Airline Founder - Salomon
Velasquez
217. Florida’s First People: The Mound Builders
218. Cody Fowler, Attorney
219. Louise Kelley Frisbie, Author
220. Clara C. Frye, Nurse, Humanitarian
221. George Henry Gause, Politician
222. Sam Gibbons, WW II Army Officer and Politician
223. John Michael Gonatos, Sponge Diver
224. Ben Hill Griffin, Jr., Businessman, Politician
225. Spessard Lindsey Holland, Governor
226. Tony Jannus, Pilot
227. George Washington Jenkins, Jr., Founder of Publix
Supermarket
228. Sherrod “Scott” Kelly, Politician
229. Peter Oliphant Knight, Attorney
230. Al Lang, Mayor
231. Julia Frances Langford, Singer
232. Edna Pearce Lockett
233. Al Lopez, Baseball Player
234. Charles Parkhill Lykes, Rancher, Businessman
235. Thomas Buchanan McGuire, Jr., World War II Pilot
236. James McKay, Sr., Businessman, Civic Leader
237. Vicente Martinez-Ybor, Businessman
238. Althea Margaret Daily Mills, Civil Rights Activist
239. James Henry Mills, World War II Soldier
240. Gram Parsons, Musician
241. Paulina Pedroso, Cuban Activist
242. Henry Bradley Plant, Businessman, Railroad Owner
243. Richard Downing Pope, Sr., Tourism Promoter
244. Margaret Shippen Roebling, Environmental Activist
245. Dr. Mary Jane Safford, Physician
246. Gene Sarazan, Professional Golfer
247. Robert W. Saunders, Civil Rights Activist
248. Betty Skelton, Pilot
249. Chesterfield Harvey Smith, World War II Officer,
Attorney
250. Ludd Myrl Spivey, College President
251. Dr. Ossian Sweet, Physician
252. Harry Gordon Taylor, Attorney
253. Park Monroe Trammel, Governor
254. James Clarence Tugerson, Baseball Player, Police
Officer
255. James Alward Van Fleet, Army Officer
256. Dr. Grace Ruarc Whitford, Physician
257. Claude Earnest Woodruff, Jr., Educator, Coach

258. Jesse Aaron, Sculptor
259. Ahaya the Cowkeeper, Seminole Chief
260. Martin Andersen, Businessman, Journalist
261. James B. Bailey, Plantation Owner, Public Official
262. John Bellamy, Plantation Owner, Road Builder
263. General Albert Blanding, Military Officer
264. Thelma Bolton, Florida Folk Festival Director
265. Joseph Brechner, Journalist
266. Henry H. Buckman, Politician
267. Robert Cade, Scientist
268. Joseph Clark. Civic Leader
269. David Cofrin, Philanthropist
270. Bessie Coleman, Aviatrix
271. Joseph Crevasse, Sheriff
272. Bill Darden, Restaurant Owner
273. Leonard G. Dennis, Politician
274. John Jackson “J. J.” Dickison, Confederate Officer
275. Bo Diddley, Musician
276. Roy Disney, Builder of Walt Disney World
277. Walt Disney, Founder of Walt Disney World
278. James Doig, Businessman
279. Phillip Benjamin Harvey “P.B.H.” Dudley, Early Settler
280. Henry F. Dutton, Businessman
281. Helen Ellerbe, Librarian
282. General J. J. Finley, Confederate Officer
283. Edna Giles Fuller, Politician, Women’s Rights Activist
284. General Edmund Pendleton Gaines, Military Officer
285. Thomas Evans Haile, Early Settler
286. Paula Hawkins, Politician
287. Virgil Hawkins, Attorney, Civil Rights Activist
288. Hamilton Holt, Educator
289. Lena Smithers Hughes, Horticulturalist
290. Zora Neal Hurston, Folklorist, Anthropologist, Author
291. Elizabeth McCullough Johnson, Politician
292. John Paul Jones, Jr., Educator, Journalist
293. William Stetson Kennedy, Author
294. Jack Kerouac, Author
295. Murray S. King, Architect
296. King Payne, Seminole Chief
297. Carl Kuhl, Aviator
298. Carl Thomas Langford, Mayor of Orlando
299. T.G. Lee, Dairy Producer
300. Roberta Lisle, Mayor
301. Marie Bell McCoy, Author
302. James F. McKinstry, Physician and Postmaster
303. Chris Matheson & Sarah Hamilton Matheson, Mayor;
Donor of Matheson House
304. James Douglas Matheson, Businessman, Public
Official
305. Juanita Maxey, Civic Leader
306. Pedro Menéndez Marquez, Spanish Colonial Official
307. Micanopy, Seminole Leader
308. J. Hillis Miller, University President
309. Charles Millican, University President
310. Albert Alexander Murphree, University President
311. Dr. Henry Nehrling, Horticulturalist
312. Edgar C. Nilson, Airport Developer
313. Stephen C. O’Connell, University President
314. Brailey Odham, Politician
315. July Perry, Civil Rights Activist
316. Madison Starke Perry, Governor
317. Dr. P. Phillips, Citrus Grower
318. Cicero Addison Pound, Businessman
319. Hoyle Pounds, Businessman
320. Samuel Proctor, University Historian
321. Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, Author
322. Blair Reeves, University Professor
323. J. Wayne Reitz, University President
324. Sarah Lucretia Robb, Physician, Community Activist
325. Henry Sanford, Town Founder, Businessman, Diplomat
326. Joseph D. Stringfellow, Plantation Owner
327. Henry Swanson, Environmentalist
328. William S. “Tiny” Talbot, School Superintendent
329. William Reuben Thomas, Educator, Mayor
330. John J. Tigert, University President
331. Joe Tinker, Businessman
332. Josiah Thomas Walls, Politician
333. Dr. W. W. Yothers, Entomologist

334. Duane Allman, Musician
335. John Anderson, Businessman
336. A. E. Backus, Artist
337. Moses Barber, Cattleman
338. Gilbert Barkoskie, Cattleman
339. Mary McLeod Bethune, Educator
340. Edwin Binney, Businessman, Community Leader
341. Jacob Brock, Businessman
342. Lawrence Bernard Brown, Businessman
343. Charles Wilhelm Bulow, Landowner
344. Charles Grover Burgoyne, Businessman
345. Archie Carr, Naturalist and Zoologist
346. George P. Colby, Spiritualist
347. Stephen Crane, Author
348. Henry Cutting, Sportsman
349. Tippen Davidson, Journalist and Community Activist
350. Matthias Day, Community Founder
351. Henry A. DeLand, Businessman
352. Jonathan Dickinson, Author and Merchant
353. Abraham Dupont, Pioneer
354. Dale Earnhardt, Racing Champion
355. Bill France, Sr., Racing Pioneer
356. Bill France, Jr., Racing Promotor
357. William Henry Gleason, Land Developer
358. Lue Gim Gong, Horticulturalist
359. Major Cyrus Graves, Land Developer
360. Grey Eyes, Road Planner
361. Alfred Hair, Artist
362. Axel Hallstrom, Horticulturalist and Banker
363. Joseph Hernandez, Businessman and City Leader
364. Thomas Jesup, Military Leader
365. John F. Kennedy, President
366. Paul Kroegal, Environmentalist
367. Doris Leeper, Artist and Environmentalist
368. A.B. Michael, Citrus Entrepreneur
369. David Mizell, Sheriff
370. Harry T. Moore and Harriette V. Moore
371. Jim Morrison, Musician
372. Ransom E. Olds, Automobile Pioneer
373. James Ormond, Plantation Owner
374. Francisco Pellicer, Community Leader
375. Juan Ponce de León, Explorer
376. Jackie Robinson, Baseball Pioneer
377. John D. Rockefeller, Businessman
378. Dr. Mary Josie Rogers, Community Leader and
Physician
379. Caroline P. Rossetter, Businesswoman
380. Waldo Sexton, Tourism Promoter
381. John B. Stetson, Businessman and Philanthropist
382. Dr. Howard Thurman, Civil Rights Leader
383. Col. Henry Titus, Community Leader
384. Andrew Turnbull, Businessman
385. Women of Fellsmere

386. Carrie Abbe, Postmistress
387. Abiaka (Sam Jones), Seminole Leader
388. Dr. Fred Albee, Orthopedic Surgeon, Develope
389. Deaconess Harriet Bedell, Humanitarian, Missionary Glades Middle School
390. Josie Billie, Seminole Medicine Man
391. Susie Billie, Seminole Medicine Woman
392. Emma E. Booker, Educator
393. Billy Bowlegs III, Seminole Elder
394. William Henry Brown, Trading Post Owner
395. John Browning, Colonist
396. Peter E. Buchan, County Commissioner
397. Owen Burns, Developer - Lourdes Fernandez
398. Ruth Butler, Supporter of the Arts
399. Chakaika (Follow After), Seminole Leader
400. Chitto Tustenuggee (Snake Warrior), Seminole Leader
401. John Chupco, Seminole Leader - Flower Guys
402. Coacoochee (Wild Cat), Seminole Leader
403. Barron Collier, Businessman
404. Lewis Colson, Community Activist
405. Josephine Cortes, Publisher
406. Billy L. Cypress, Museum Director
407. Charlie Cypress, Seminole Canoe-builder
408. Julian Dimock, Photographer
409. A.B. Edwards, Civic Leader
410. Roger Flory, Publisher, Activist 411. John Henry Floyd,
Builder
412. John Hamilton Gillespie, Developer, Civic Leader
413. W. Stanley Hanson, Advocate
414. Fanneal Harrison, Educator
415. Harry Higel, Mayor
416. Philip Hiss, Developer
417. Holata Micco (Billy Bowlegs), Seminole Leader
418. Florence Johnson, Postmaster
419. Betty Mae Jumper, Seminole Community Leader
420. MacKinlay Kantor, Author
421. Jesse Knight, Rancher
422. George D. Lindsay, Editor
423. Clay MacCauley, Ethnologist
424. John Nolen, Town Planner
425. John “Buck” O’Neil, Baseball Player and Manager
426. Bill Osceola, Seminole Community Leader
427. Reverend Billy Osceola, Seminole Minister and
Community Leader
428. Corey Osceola, Seminole Promoter
429. Dorothy Scott Osceola, Seminole Activist and
Community Leader
430. Jimmy O’Toole Osceola, Seminole Community Leader
431. Bertha Honoré Palmer, Socialite, Businesswoman
432. Polly Parker (Madeloyee), Seminole Leader
433. Calvin N. Payne, Sarasota Benefactor
434. Charles Ringling, Circus Leader, Developer
435. John Ringling, Circus Leader, Developer
436. Seminole Indians
437. Alanson Skinner, Anthropologist
438. William Sturtevant, Anthropologist
439. Täl-la-häs-ke Fustvstvnuke (Tallahassee), Seminole
Leader
440. Kenneth Thompson, City Manager - Alessandro
Luchetti
441. Ralph Twitchell, Architect
442. William H. Whitaker, Pioneer
443. Rose Wilson, Publisher - David Marte
444. Dr. Cullen Bryant Wilson, Physician

445. Edith Meserve Atkinson, Judge and Community Leader
446. Frank M. Button, Architect
447. August H. Butts, Businessman and Farmer
448. Barbara Baer Capitman, Historic Preservationist
449. Gwendolyn Sawyer Cherry, Educator and Politician
450. Glenn Curtiss, Aviation Pioneer - Miami Springs Senior
High
451. Arthur Vining Davis, Community Developer
452. Elisha “Cap” Dimick, Community Leader
453. Dana Albert Dorsey, Businessman and Philanthropist
454.
Marjory
Stoneman
Douglas,
Writer
and
Environmentalist
455. Paul Albert Dreher, Landscaper
456. The Engineers and Workers who built the Florida
Overseas Railway
457. Henry Morrison Flagler, Businessman and Community
Developer
458. Thomas Farrar Fleming, Jr., Community Leader-Florida
Atlantic University Community Park
459. Florida Federation of Women’s Clubs
460. Hernando D’Escalante Fontaneda, Shipwreck Survivor
and Writer
461. Frazee, Warren, a.k.a. “Alligator Joe,” Tourism
Promoter
462. Hattie Louise Gale, Educator
463. Clarence Geist, Community Developer
464. Theodore R. Gibson, Civil Rights Leader
465. Millie Gildersleeve, Midwife and Farmer
466. Ernest Hemingway, Writer
467. Alex Hughes, Community Leader
468. James Jerome “Cracker” Johnson, Entrepreneur
469. Harry Kelsey, Community Developer
470. Morris Lapidus, Architect
471. John D. MacArthur, Businessman and Community
Developer
472. Eva Mack, Health Educator and Community Leader
473. Arthur R. Marshall, Jr., Environmentalist
474. José Martí, Poet and Freedom Fighter
475. Guy Metcalf, Community Leader
476. Haley Mickens, Entrepreneur and Community Leader
477. J. C. Mitchell, Politician and Community Leader
478. Addison Mizner, Architect
479. George Sukeji Morikami, Philanthropist
480. Marvin Umphrey “Red” Mounts, Agriculture Educator
481. Ralph Middleton Munroe and Alfred Munroe,
Photographers 482. Vincent Natulkiewicz, a.k.a. “Trapper
Nelson,” Businessman
483. Ann Weaver Norton, Sculptor and Philanthropist
484. Ralph Hubbard Norton, Businessman and Art
Collector - Dyana Cuan-Garcia
485. Ruth Bryan Owen, Politician-Everglades Holiday Park
486. Alfred Browning Parker, Architect
487. John D. Pennekamp, Journalist and Environmentalist
488. Louis Robert Perini, Sr., Community Developer
489. Dr. Henry Perrine, Botanist
490. Thelma Peters, Educator and Historian
491. William Lyman Phillips, Landscape Architect
492. George Wells Potter, Artist and Businessman
493. Thomas Moore Rickards, Land Developer
494. John Kunkel Small, Botanist
495. Frank and Ivy Cromartie Stranahan, Community
Leaders
496. Jerry Thomas, Politician
497. Julia Tuttle, Community Developer - Morningside
Montessori School
498. Monsignor Bryan Oliver Walsh, Child Advocate and
Church Leader
499. William Jenkins Worth, Military Leader
500. Anonymous Artists

GARDEN 114
John Gorrie, Physician, Inventor (1803–1855)
Dr. Gorrie worked in Apalachicola. During outbreaks of
yellow fever he sought a way to ease his patients’
suffering by inventing an ice-making machine to cool the
air in the room. Many years later, his invention helped to
pave the way for modern air conditioning. Gorrie is one of
two Floridians honored with a statue in the U.S. Capitol
building.

FLOR500 Participant: Gabrielle Wood, Miami, FL
“100 fourth graders at
Springwood Elementary
School participated in our
dedication ceremony. We
recited original poetry,
planted seeds and flowers,
sang Happy Birthday to
Florida, and listened while a
student's biography about
John Gorrie was read aloud.
Mrs. Rodriguez spoke about
the discovery of Florida by
Juan Ponce de Leon and
his crew, and about some of
the reasons why Florida is
such a great state. A local
news crew came out and
covered the story.
Afterwards, we enjoyed
snacking on carrot and
celery sticks and cookies.”
-- Gabrielle Wood

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 199
Dr. Frank Adamo, World War II Physician (1893–1988)

In early 1941, Tampa native Dr. Frank Adamo was sent to the
Philippines as an Army surgeon. There, he developed a new
procedure for treating gangrene that saved infected limbs and
avoided amputation. Life magazine called him "Bataan's medical
hero." He was part of the Bataan Death March when the
Japanese captured the Philippines. As a prisoner-of-war, he
continued to treat the wounded. After the camp was liberated, he
returned to Tampa in April 1945. First Avenue had already been
renamed Frank Adamo Drive. Adamo resumed his private
practice and retired in 1973.

FLOR500 Participant: Samantha Sacasa, Weston, FL
“Dr Frank Adamo was an
American Doctor and a
war hero honored for his
medical service during
World War II. Adamo
was sent to the
Philippines as an Army
surgeon I contacted a
family member that had
been living in the
Philippines for 5 years,
Dr. Maximiliano Sacasa.
He agreed to let me
create the garden in his
back yard where he
normally has meetings
with fellow doctors.”
-- Samantha Sacasa

Samantha planted her FLOR500 garden at:
16414 Sapphire St
Weston, FL 33331

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 200
Blanche Armwood, Educator, Community Activist, Civil Rights
Activist (1890–1939)

Tampa native, Blanche Armwood was an educator and
activist who worked to improve conditions for African
Americans and women. She taught in the public
schools, was active in many organizations, and served
as Executive Secretary of the Tampa Urban League. In
1922, she became the first Supervisor of Negro Schools
in Hillsborough County. In 1934, she graduated from
Howard Law School, the first African American woman
from Florida to earn a law degree from an accredited
school.
FLOR500 Participant: Madeleine Salazar, Miami, FL
“The students at Armwood
High School can walk past
the garden dedication and
can appreciate that
Blanche Armwood is part of
the reason their school
system is the way it is
today. Even after her death
in 1939 she was honored
years later by the state of
Florida. In 1984,
Congressman Michael
Bilarkis and the Florida
House of Representatives
paid tribute to Armwood’s
legacy. That same year,
Blanche Armwood
Comprehensive High
School in Tampa was
opened in her honor.
Armwood is an inspiration
to all.”
-- Madeleine Salazar

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 202
Cedric Donald Atkins, Citrus Industry Researcher (1913–2000)

C. D. Atkins, a native of Winter Haven, began his career as a
teacher. In 1942 he joined the research team at the Florida
Citrus Commission. He teamed with fellow researchers to
revolutionize the Florida citrus industry by developing a method
for producing a full-flavored frozen concentrated orange juice.
The sweeter frozen concentrate became widely accepted by the
public, increasing demand, and creating an expansion of the
Florida citrus industry.

FLOR500 Participant: Lance Saturday, Miami, FL
“For my Flor500 garden my group
choose to create an event that
would make a visible impact on a
local community. What we came
up with was the landscape of the
historic James “Cracker” Johnson
house in West Palm Beach
Florida. At this residence we
planted a garden of native Florida
Fire Bush in honor of Cedric
Atkins. These tropical plants have
blossoms of beautiful orange
flowers, which cover this hedge
like plants. I choose to plant Fire
Bush because the orange
blossoms represent the Oranges
trees that surrounded Atkins his
entire life as well as the orange
concentrate recipe, which he
worked so tirelessly to perfect.
The garden was placed along the
western edge of the property line.”
-- Lance Saturday

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 204
Wogan Stanhope Badcock, Sr., Businessman (1898–1987)

Born and raised in Mulberry, after graduating from the
University of Florida in 1920, Wogan Badcock purchased his
father Henry’s general merchandise store at Mulberry. The
store, originally established in 1904, became the W.S.
Badcock Corporation in 1926. With an innovative dealership
business model, four generations of the Badcock family have
created one of the largest privately-owned retailers in the
United States with more than 300 Badcock Home
Furnishings stores in eight states.

FLOR500 Participant: Felix Sibert, Miami, FL
“Badcock is considered one of the first ever Americans
to pioneer the idea of a “Franchise,” which led his
business to great success. He was known for his
honest, truthful, and upright style of doing business
which formed the personality of the Badcock
Corporation, which makes it a good example of the kind
of personality and business we want and already have
here in Florida. In dedication of Wogan S. Badcock I
would like to plant this garden in his memory. A garden
of not just flowers, but flowers native to the state of
Florida, just like Wogan Badcock. Badcock, like these
flowers, are from Florida and symbolize a service,
either big or small, that everyone can take a part of and
that can honor Wogan Badcock in his memory.”
-- Felix Sibert

Felix planted his FLOR500 garden at:
FIU LVN Miami, FL 33174

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 205
Black Organizations of Tampa (1900s)

Despite harsh circumstances, blacks found ways to sustain
themselves. They formed organizations and institutions to
promote self-help and advancement. Some of these were the
Clara Frye Hospital in 1910, the Afro-American Civic League in
1912, and the Afro-American Monthly in 1912. Black women
created a number of women’s organizations like the Mary
Talbert Club, the Harriett Tubman Mother’s Club, and the
Florence Nightingale Nurses Club.

FLOR500 Participant: Juan Silva, Miramar, FL
“Without the help of these
organizations and the good members
of people we would not be the
immense, integrated, and diverse
community that we see in Florida. I
am, therefore, dedicating this small
garden of flowers here in the very
entrance of Riviera Isles for everyone
to enjoy. With goal of reminding of
our past, in our rapid present-day
lives. I felt this would be a perfect
place as it is somewhere where many
people pass by and sit down every
day in order to relax.”
-- Juan Silva
Juan planted his FLOR500 garden at:
Riviera Isles, Dykes Rd
Miramar FL, 33027

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 206
Edward William Bok, Author, Philanthropist (1863–1930)

Edward Bok, a Dutch immigrant, came to the United States
at age 6. He became a noted author and philanthropist. He
was editor of The Ladies' Home Journal for 30 years. His
autobiography won the Gold Medal of the Academy of
Political and Social Science and the Joseph Pulitzer Prize.
In 1927, Bok and his wife, Mary Louise, began construction
of Bok Tower Gardens, near their winter home at Mountain
Lake Estates at Lake Wales. It was dedicated on Feb. 1,
1929 by President Calvin Coolidge.

FLOR500 Participant: Liane Sippin, Miami, FL
“In dedication to William Bok,
a Dutch immigrant, who
believed in the American
dream. Bok Tower Gardens
has offered 23 million visitors
since 1929 a remarkable
experience. Mr. Bok wanted to
leave a lasting impression on
Florida my hope is that this
garden dedication will reestablish what a great
Floridian he was and I hope to
be”
-- Liane Sippin

Liane planted her FLOR500 garden at:
1801 NW s River Drive,
Miami, FL 33125

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 208
Alvar Nuñez Cabeza de Vaca, Spanish Explorer (1490–1557)

Cabeza de Vaca was a Spanish explorer who traveled with the Pánfilo
de Narváez expedition. The expedition landed with 300 men in the
Tampa Bay area in 1528. It proved a disaster. The Spaniards suffered
from disease, hunger, and Indian attacks. Cabeza de Vaca was one of
only four survivors who walked back to Mexico, arriving eight years
after the expedition began, in 1536. After he returned to Spain in 1537,
he published an account of his travels.

FLOR500 Participant: Karen Soto, Miami, FL
“Cabeza de Vaca’s role changed
throughout this voyage. At first he
was the treasurer but sometimes he
was enslaved by native tribes. Even
so, he developed a curiosity for
Native Americans and his reflective
diaries are considered to be some
of the first documented
anthropological work ever
conducted. He also became
somewhat of a shaman to the
people that he encountered
because he claimed divine power to
be able to heal the sick and
wounded. I am planting these native
Florida seeds in honor of Cabeza de
Vaca here in a swampy part of
Tropical Park to commemorate one
of the obstacles that deflected
Cabeza de Vaca and company in
their colonization of La Florida.”
-- Karen Soto

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 210
John King Cheyney (1858–1939)
In 1891, John King Cheyney founded the Anclote and Rock
Island Sponge Company in the Tarpon Springs area. He first
harvested sponges from the floor of the Gulf of Mexico by
hooking them from boats. In 1897, John Cocoris, a Greek sponge
buyer told Cheyney about how sponge divers in Greece wore
diving suits that allowed them to spend hours underwater
collecting sponge. Cheyney recruited hundreds of sponge divers
from Greece who came to Tarpon Springs to work in the industry.
Tarpon Springs remains home to a vibrant Greek community.
FLOR500 Participant: Daniel M. Tarasiuk, Miami Lakes, FL
“John King Cheyney was a
uniquely important figure in
Florida’s history. He not only
founded one of the most important
and influential cities in the Tarpon
Springs area, the Anclote and
Rock Island Sponge Company, but
he also was a key figure in creating
a thriving and vibrant Greek
community in that area. He used a
fleet of boats in the Gulf of Mexico
to hook sponges from the ocean
floor. This proved to be time
consuming and difficult. The ability
to put men underwater and retrieve
the sponges by hand would be
more convenient.”
-- Daniel M. Tarasiuk

Daniel planted his FLOR500 garden at:
6895 Queen Palm Terrace
Miami Lakes, FL 33014

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 211
Lawton Mainor Chiles Jr., Governor (1930–1998)

A native of Lakeland and veteran of the Korean War, Lawton
Chiles was elected to the Florida House of Representatives in
1958 and Florida Senate in 1966. During his successful
campaign for United States senator in 1970 he walked 1,003miles over 91-days across Florida from Pensacola to Key
West. He earned the nickname "Walkin' Lawton." He served
three terms in the Senate. In 1990 he was elected Florida
governor where he served until his death in office.

FLOR500 Participant: John Taylor, Miami, FL
“Lawton Mainor Chiles Jr. was an
important historical figure, as well
as, the 41st governor of Florida.
Unfortunately, he passed away 23
days before his time was too
expired to be the governor. Chiles
was also well known as a health
care and children's advocate
throughout his career. He promoted
health coverage for the uninsured. I
dedicated this garden to Mr. Chiles
because of his hard work,
dedication, kindliness, and high
standard he was held to by the
many citizens of the state of
Florida.”
-- John Taylor
John planted his FLOR500 garden at:
11200 SW 8th St.
Miami, FL33199

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 213
Jack Eckerd, Businessman, Philanthropist
Jack Eckerd was born in Delaware. He served as a pilot
in the Army Air Force during World War II. In 1952 he
moved to Florida, and started Eckerd Drug Stores with
three stores. He turned it into a major drugstore chain,
based in Clearwater. Eckerd donated for many causes,
including Florida Presbyterian College which later
became Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, and the Ruth
Eckerd Hall, a performing arts center in Clearwater
named after his wife. He also founded programs to help
at-risk children.

FLORR500 Participant: Iliana M. Ulfe, Miami, FL
“I am dedicating this garden to
Jack Eckerd, the “Important
Floridian” for various reasons:
Jack Eckerd was extremely
passionate about helping
troubled and at-risk children.
Mr. Eckerd not only founded,
but also endowed, The
Eckerd Family Foundation.
Publicly ran, it funds five
offices that offer prevention
services (Character
Education; Substance Abuse
Prevention; and Violence
Prevention services) in
Florida.“

--Iliana M. Ulfe
Iliana planted her FLOR500 garden at:
11761 SW 91st Terrace
Miami, FL 33186

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 214
George E. Edgecomb, Judge (1942–1976)

Judge George Edgecomb was a native of west Tampa.
In 1968, he earned a law degree from Howard
University and then returned to Tampa to begin his
legal career. He was Hillsborough County’s first African
American Assistant State Attorney and, in 1973,
became the county’s first African American circuit
judge. Judge Edgecomb was also active in many
community organizations. In January, 2004, the
Thirteenth Judicial Circuit Court dedicated the George
E. Edgecomb Courthouse in his honor.
FLOR500 Participant: Jose Ulfe, Miami, FL
“I’m dedicating this
garden at Kendalltown to
George E. Edgecomb.
This man was an
important Floridian
because he was the first
African American
Assistant State Attorney,
and in 1973, became the
county’s first African
American Circuit Judge.
He lived in Tampa,
where his legal career
was a success. In a time
when white males
dominated all aspect of
legal and political
careers, George made
his way up the ladder.”
-- Jose Ulfe

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 216
Percival Elliott Fansler, Airline Founder (1881–?)

Percival Elliott Fansler was a Florida-based sales
representative for a Wisconsin company that sold
boat engines. He founded the St. Petersburg-Tampa
Airboat Line, the world's first scheduled airline using
winged aircraft. The airline began regular service on
January 1, 1914. Business was good, but operating
costs were high and the airline made only a small
profit. As St. Petersburg’s winter residents returned
north, interest quickly declined. The last official flight
was made on May 5, 1914.

FLOR500 Participant: Salomon Velasquez, Miami, FL
“I chose to plant the seeds behind my
father's office in Doral, FL. His
workplace resides between the
acclaimed Miami International Airport
and the less recognized Doral Airstrip.
It was easy to get permission seeing
as my father is part owner of the land.
He not only allowed me to use this
space as a plot, but also, learned
about this project and assisted me in
planting. The piece of art chosen was
a model airplane that my father built
and painted.”

:

-- Salomon Velasquez

Salomon planted his FLOR500 garden at:
2100 NW 42nd Ave
Miami, FL

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 217
Florida’s First People: The Mound Builders (ca. 10,000 BCE–1700 CE)

Thousands of years before Juan Ponce de Leon landed here,
Paleo-Indians inhabited Florida. The largest group in southern
Florida was the Calusa. Coastal groups utilized the Gulf of
Mexico for their primary supply of food and were accomplished
seamen. They constructed large earthen or shell mounds, some
for ceremonial or spiritual purposes. Numerous mounds dotted
the landscape around the Tampa Bay area. During the late 1600s
and early 1700s, the Florida tribes were decimated by European
diseases, warfare, and slaving raids.

FLOR500 Participant: Jose Velez, Miami, FL
“My garden was made in an
open area in my
neighborhood where a lot of
plants and gardens reside. I
chose this place because I
feel it blends in with the
natural feel of the area. The
lakeside beauty seems like
a good fit for a garden to be
made. The whole area is
filled with plants and other
gardens made by the
people of the neighborhood.
The Mound Builders built
their mounds to improve
their way of life out of
nothing.”
-- Jose Velez

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 220
Clara C. Frye, Nurse, Humanitarian (1872–1936)

In 1908, when a white physician asked Clara Frye, a nurse,
to care for an ill black patient, she offered her home. It
served as a hospital for blacks for fifteen years. In 1923,
Frye borrowed money to open a hospital for blacks. In 1928,
the city of Tampa purchased the hospital from Frye and took
over its operations. She continued to work there until health
challenges forced her retirement. She never refused services
for patients because of their inability to pay, and reportedly
died impoverished because she would not press patients for
payment.
FLOR500 Participant: Karen Villarreal, Hialeah, FL
“Mrs. Frye is recognized as a
Humanitarian. I decided to plant
this garden at a local plant
nursery in my city. I found the
space adequate because it has
many visitors and other beautiful
plants surround the garden. With
the seeds provided to me by Mr.
Xavier Cortada I was excited to
be able to contribute to the 500
gardens planted all around the
state of Florida in
commemorating important
historians. With the sign posted I
hope to bring awareness to other
Floridians of how privileged we
are to have Nurse Clara C. Frye
be part of Florida’s history.”
-- Karen Villarreal

Karen planted her FLOR500 garden at:
10000 NW 138 Street
Hialeah, FL 33018
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GARDEN 222
Sam Gibbons, WW II Army Officer and Politician (1920–2012)

Despite harsh circumstances, blacks found ways to sustain
themselves. They formed organizations and institutions to
promote self-help and advancement. Some of these were the
Clara Frye Hospital in 1910, the Afro-American Civic League in
1912, and the Afro-American Monthly in 1912. Black women
created a number of women’s organizations like the Mary
Talbert Club, the Harriett Tubman Mother’s Club, and the
Florence Nightingale Nurses Club.

FLOR500 Participant: Jaleesa Watson, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
“Sam M. Gibbons returned to
the University of Florida and I
chose to plant my garden in
memory of Sam M. Gibbons at
the Veterans of Foreign Wars of
the United States because Mr.
Gibbons was not only a war
veteran, but a veteran of a
foreign war. He has left a
legacy just as many of our
military veterans have left
legacies and worked hard to
defend America to allow others
to leave their legacies.”
-- Jaleesa Watson

Jaleesa planted her FLOR500 garden at:
350 SW 25th St
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 223
John Michael Gonatos, Sponge Diver (?–2000)
John Michael Gonatos was born in Tarpon Springs of
Greek parents. He became a well-known sponge diver. In
1939, he shot the documentary Story of the Sponge,
which shows the harvest of sponges from the Gulf of
Mexico. It became a regular feature shown to tourists.
Gonatos also had small roles in five films including 16
Fathoms Deep, about the Tarpon Springs sponge divers.
When a devastating fungus nearly wiped out the sponge
industry, Gonatos helped fight to preserve the historic
docks and other reminders of Tarpon Springs’ unique
history.

FLOR500 Participant: Kamilah Williamson, Miami, FL
“Mr. Gonatos followed
closely in his father’s
footsteps. He was
dedicated to saving the
sponge in Florida. His
movie made such an
impact, it led other to want
to help in preserving the
dying off sponge in
Florida. I myself am glad I
had this opportunity to
learn about this important
figure in south Florida. He
left a great impact in
helping the community to
save the sponge. His
legacy will be remember
through his film and his
experienced diving
abilities.”
-- Kamilah Williamson

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 225
Spessard Lindsey Holland, Governor (1892–1971)

Born in Bartow, Spessard Holland was awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross in World War I for a mission behind
enemy lines in the 24th Aero Squadron. He returned home to
serve as prosecuting attorney for Polk County in 1919 and
county judge from 1921 to 1929. He was elected to the State
Senate in 1932, and was elected governor in 1940. He began
serving in the U.S. Senate in 1946, where he served until 1971.
He is known as sponsor of the twenty-fourth amendment to the
Constitution outlawing the poll tax.
FLOR500 Participant: Jazmin Youngblood, Miami, FL
“FLOR 500 allowed me to be
creative and brush up on my
gardening skills. It
furthermore gave me the
chance to spend time with my
Grandmother; she helped me
with this project. The
important Floridian who was
assigned to me was
Spessard Lindsey Holland.
Through research I found out
that he served many duties in
his lifetime. He fulfilled roles
such as a World War I hero,
Prosecuting Attorney, County
Judge, State Senate, and
Governor.”
-- Jazmin Youngblood
Jazmin planted her FLOR500 garden at:
16600 NW 44th Ct
Opa-locka, FL 33054
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GARDEN 336
A. E. Backus, Artist (1906–1990)

A. E. Backus, nicknamed "Bean,” was a nationally-known
Florida landscape artist. He was mostly self-taught, but did
spend two summers studying at an art school in New York City.
Backus, a white man who loved jazz and people of all colors
and cultures, became an important influence on the
Highwaymen group of artists. Known as a humanitarian, he
often helped people in need, and opened his Fort Pierce home
as an informal meeting place for local artists.

FLOR500 Participant: Fernandina Mendez, Miami, FL
“Backus painted
Floridian
landscape along
with paintings of
the Everglades,
most of which
included tropical
and native flowers,
palm trees and
beaches. When he
finally decided to
travel to Miami for
an art exhibition
Miamians fell in
love with his work
becoming an
immediate
success.”
-- Fernandina
Mendez
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GARDEN 337
Moses Barber, Cattleman (1800–1870)

Moses Barber was a very successful cattleman who
supplied beef to the Confederate Army. Following the
Civil War, Barber did not want to pay taxes to the U.S.
government. Sheriff and tax collector David Mizell
periodically stole some of Barber’s cattle as payment. At
least 13 people were killed during the Barber-Mizell
Family Feud of 1870, including David Mizell. The Volusia
County town of Barberville is named after the Barber
family.

FLOR500 Participant: Priscilla R. Mercado, Miami, FL
“I believe Moses
Barber should be
commemorated not
only for fighting for his
country but for fighting
for his principles and
political convictions as
well. And so, as a part
of the Flor 500 project,
I am honored to
dedicate my Indian
Blanket Wildflower
Garden to a worthy
veteran, commendable
cattleman, and brave
Floridian - Moses
Barber.”
-- Priscilla R. Mercado
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GARDEN 338
Gilbert Barkoskie, Cattleman (1884–1976)

An early cattleman in western Indian River County,
Barkoskie came to Fellsmere to dredge the canals for
the Fellsmere Farms Land Development Company in
1911. He experimented with cross breeding purebred
cattle with "scrub” cows. The resulting offspring
displayed characteristics of early native stock with good
bloodlines, suited to a variety of ranges and pastures.
The Florida Cattleman’s Association proclaimed
Barkoskie as Cattleman of the Century.

FLOR500 Participant: Kristen A. Millan-Diaz, Miami, FL
“My dedication and tribute to
Gilbert Barkowski came from my
inspiration in bringing the theme
of the pasture and countryside
into setting up signs providing
history and backstory to a very
important figure in Florida.
Barkowski, who was known as
'Cowman of the Century' for his
ingenious use of cross breeding
development with different
species of Cows, paved the way
for a more prosperous and
active cattle ranch. It is with this
thought of mine that my homage
to Gilbert Barkowski would be a
project to implement and make
use of ornaments pertaining to
some way, shape, or form to
Barkowski's accomplishments
and also provided an influence
to the countryside.”
-- Kristen A. Millan-Diaz
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GARDEN 340
Edwin Binney, Businessman, Community Leader (1866–1912)

Mr. Binney was born in Westchester County, New York in
1866. Back in 1885 Edwin took over the operations of the
Peeksill Chemical Co., his father's business, a company that
produced natural gas, and was also the largest manufacturer
of carbon black, which was eventually used to color
automobile tires. In 1900, along with his cousin C. Harold
Smith, Edwin Binney opened a mill in Easton, Pennsylvania
to produce slate pencils for schools. Binney began
experimenting with a combination of old slate waste, cement,
and talc.
FLOR500 Participant: Alexander Robinson, West Park, FL
“I planted this garden in memory of
Edwin Binney at a house for
rehabbing children because Mr.
Binney was a pillar in his community
constantly trying to help people and
make things better. Edwin Binney
opened a mill in Easton,
Pennsylvania to produce slate
pencils for schools. Binney began
experimenting with a combination of
old slate waste, cement, and talc,
and Binney & Smith created the first
dustless white chalk.”
-- Alexander Robinson

Alexander planted his FLOR500 garden at:

4211 SW 28th St
West Park, FL 33023
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GARDEN 341
Jacob Brock, Businessman (?–1877)

This steamship captain on the St. John’s River founded
Enterprise, Florida, in 1851, and built his famous hotel, "The
Brock House” on Lake Monroe in 1854. His hotel was one of
the first winter resorts in Florida gaining a reputation as a
sportsman's paradise.

FLOR500 Participant: Joselyn Miranda, Miami, FL
“Jacob Brock was a major
businessman figure in the history of
Enterprise, Florida. The city of
Enterprise is located in northern
Florida which made it hard for me to
find any location in his name. It was
also very hard to find a hotel and
have the permission to plant a
garden in his honor. I therefore just
chose to plant the Florida native
flowers in my house where I have a
garden and decided to give it a
name and make it a public place. I
came across the title “A Truly
Tropical Spot”, from an
advertisement of the Brock House,
which was the hotel that Jacob
Brock bought in 1854 and had a lot
of business and tourist visiting and
passing from the St. John River.”
-- Joselyn Miranda

Joselyn planted her FLOR500 garden at:
472 NW 26 Avenue
Miami, Florida 33125
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GARDEN 342
Sam Gibbons, WW II Army Officer and Politician (1920–2012)

Lawrence B. Brown was born in Wacahoota, near
Gainesville. His father was a plantation minister.
After slavery, the Brown family moved to Volusia
County. Brown acquired much property on which
he constructed homes that he sold or rented to
others. He later moved to Bartow where he
became a prosperous businessman and leading
citizen in the East Bartow community.
FLOR500 Participant: Stephen Mitchell, Port St. Lucie, FL
“The late Lawrence Bernard Brown, a
productive businessman and visionary, became
one of the most influential African Americans of
his time. I dedicated this garden to Mr. Brown in
hopes that his vision for creating artistic and
extravagant homes will continue to inspire
future generations of young entrepreneurs. I
chose to plant this garden in Port. St. Lucie,
Florida, specifically Jessica Clinton Park, due to
the rise in development of the community and
because it is my home town, as well. Being a
resident of this community, I feel that it is in
need of much growth and involvement and this
project is just one of the many steps towards
creating that involvement for the present and
the future.”
-- Stephen Mitchell
Stephen planted his FLOR500 garden at:
3200 S.E. Southbend Blvd
Port St. Lucie, FL 34984
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GARDEN 345
Archie Carr, Naturalist and Zoologist (1909–1987)

Best known for his work protecting sea turtles,
Archie Carr was a naturalist and zoologist who
taught at the University of Florida. He was married
to Marjorie Harris Carr, an important conservationist
herself. The Archie Carr National Wildlife Refuge
covers Melbourne Beach south to Wabasso Beach.

FLOR500 Participant: Fabio Ruiz, Miami, FL
“Melbourne Beach is part
of the Archie Carr National
Wildlife Refugee
established in 1991 in
honor of Dr. Archie Carr
for his extraordinary
contribution to sea turtle
conservation. The refuge
was created in order to
protect the habitat of the
biggest loggerhead sea
turtle nesting area in the
US, this are represents
about 25 to 30% of the
loggerhead and green sea
turtle nest, this place also
serves as a minor nesting
are for the very rare turtle
leatherback.”
-- Fabio Ruiz

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 346
George P. Colby, Spiritualist (1848–1933)

A Spiritualist medium from New York, George P. Colby
followed his spirit guide Seneca to a wooded area in
Volusia County where he established the town of
Cassadaga in 1894. Cassadaga is the oldest religious
community of its type in the southeastern United States.
The residents of Cassadaga are still Spiritualists who
believe in direct communication with the dead.

FLOR500 Participant: Gabriela Navarro, Miami, FL
“I received a packet containing
at least 100 Blanket Flower
seeds. They’re also called
“Blanket and Gaillardia” that is a
Florida Native wildflower. I
decided to plant them in my
aunt’s backyard, which is full of
beautiful flowers and lemon
trees, avocado trees, and many
more. I found this location the
most appropriate. The flowers
will bloom into a safe and
beautiful environment. I
dedicated my Blanket Flower
plants to George P. Colby
because he created a spiritualist
camp out of nothing. Similar to
the flower, it is only a bunch of
seeds at first, but with proper
care and dedication, it becomes
a beautiful flower.”
-- Gabriella Navarro

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 348
Henry Cutting, Sportsman (ca. 1864–1892)

He and his wife were wealthy residents of St. Augustine. In
1886, they built a lodge south of St. Augustine. Upon his
death, she remarried a Russian prince, and the estate was
renamed "The Princess Estate.”

FLOR500 Participant: Michael Ortega, Fort Lauderdale, FL
“I chose Henry Cuttings for
two reasons that helped
create Florida into what it is
today. First, his purchase
and creation of what was
once called Cherokee
Grove and now is known
as Princess Place
Preserve. This land
became a huge part of
Flagler County and is one
of the biggest natural
preserves in Florida at a
whopping 1500 pristine
acres, and still holds Henry
Cuttings original lodge,
which is the oldest intact
building in Flagler County.”
-- Michael Ortega

Michael planted his FLOR500 garden at:
19800 Sheridan St
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33332
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GARDEN 350
Matthias Day, Community Founder (1821–1904)

An inventor and newspaper publisher from Ohio, Day
traveled down the Halifax River and thought it would be a
wonderful location to start a community. He purchased a
large tract of land along the river in the hopes of founding
small village along the intercostal waterway just north of
Ponce Inlet. He returned to Ohio shortly thereafter, but the
little community incorporated into Daytona Beach in 1876.

FLOR500 Participant: Diandra Ortiz, Miami, FL
“I took the pictures at night because I
wanted to demonstrate the darkness
that was happening at the time during
the American Indian Wars. But I
wanted the flowers to be with light to
show how Matthias W. Day fought for
his land and was rewarded for it. For
my art piece I decided to draw his
gravestone I used fire to make it look
like ash on the cardboard. I wanted to
create this effect to represent the ash
from the fire during the wars. I felt
connected to this project because I
would always take family vacations to
Daytona Beach and it is a beautiful
part of Florida.”
-- Diandra Ortiz

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 351
Henry A. DeLand, Businessman (1834–1908)

A prosperous businessman from New York, he saw the potential of
Central Florida while visiting a relative. In 1876, he purchased a
tract of land called Persimmon Hollow. He renamed the area after
himself, and began promoting it as a place for wealthy northerners
to spend the winter. He also founded the DeLand Academy which
became Stetson University.

FLOR500 Participant: Saskia Ottley, Miami, FL
“I decided to dedicate my
garden to Henry Deland
because he is an integral
part of Florida’s history.
Deland was a man who
believed in what
Florida’s land could be,
and invested his efforts
into building it up and
putting it to use. Music is
a huge part of my life,
and ironically enough
Stetson University
would’ve been my
current University had I
not chosen to stay closer
to home. Because of
Henry Deland and his
dream, Central Florida
has a piece of a great
Philanthropist in its midst
forever.”
-- Saskia Ottley

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 352
Jonathan Dickinson, Author and Merchant (1663–1722)

In 1696, Quaker merchant Jonathan Dickinson was
sailing from Jamaica aboard the Reformation when the
ship wrecked near present day Hobe Sound. Dickinson
and the other passengers were held captive by the Jaega
Indians who forced their captives to take a difficult 230
mile journey north to St. Augustine. The ordeal is
documented in the book Jonathan Dickinson’s Journal.

FLOR500 Participant: Amy P. Perez, Miami, FL
“I have chosen to place
Jonathan Dickinson’s memorial
here at Crandon Park in Key
Biscayne because it is a public
park where visitors come to
spend their time, and
Dickinson’s memorial would be
easily noted and appreciated
by many there. However, I
chose this destination because
Crandon Park is also a beach,
and the memorial is close to
the ocean”
-- Amy P. Perez
Amy planted her FLOR500 garden at:
Crandon Park
6747 Crandon Blvd
Key Biscayne, FL 33149
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GARDEN 353
Abraham Dupont, Pioneer (1783–1857)

His father received a Spanish land grant,
but was unable to establish it. Abraham
returned to it in 1825, and his family
became one of the earliest to reside in
Flagler County.

FLOR500 Participant: Ashley Perez, Miami, FL
“Abraham Dupont was a big
influence in the agriculture
production of this County as
well as an inspiration to
members of this community.
Abraham was a very
important part of Florida's
history and he deserves his
garden which has been
planted in front of the Miami
Museum of history. I hope
that many people learn about
Abraham Dupont and his
contribution and dedication to
the Flagler County area.”
-- Ashley Perez

Ashley planted her FLOR500 garden at:

101 West Flagler St
Miami FL, 33130
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GARDEN 354
Dale Earnhardt, Racing Champion (1951–2001)

Considered one of the best NASCAR drivers of all time, Dale
Earnhardt won 76 races in his career, including the 1998
Daytona 500 at Daytona International Speedway. While driving
in the 2001 Daytona 500, Earnhardt died in a crash during the
last lap of the race. His son, Dale Earnhardt Jr., still races for
NASCAR.

FLOR500 Participant: Brittany Perez, Pembroke Pines, FL
“CB Smith park is a place
where families and children
gather to participate in
outdoor activities such as
BBQ-ing, canoeing,
kayaking, playing sports,
fishing, etc. I thought this
would be a unique place to
plant this garden because
this is a place where children
explore their interests in
extracurricular activities. Dale
Earnhardt was someone who
was motivated to pursue his
love for a hobby at a very
young age.”
-- Brittany Perez
Brittany planted her FLOR500 garden at:
900 N. Flamingo Rd
Pembroke Pines, FL 33028
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GARDEN 356
Bill France, Jr., Racing Promotor (1933–2007)

Big Bill’s son took over the leadership of NASCAR in 1972.
Under his leadership, NASCAR and stock car racing went
from a regional southern sport to become one of the premiere
spectator sports in America. He was inducted into the
International Motorsports Hall of Fame in 2004.

FLOR500 Participant: David Stolear, Miami, FL
“Big Bill” was the founder of NASCAR
and his son "Brian France” is currently
the CEO. France enjoyed racing
motorcycles and participated in many
races like the Baja 1000. Aside from
being a great business man "Little Bill”
was known for caring about the drivers
and about the people that built the cars.
I decided to dedicate a garden to "Bill
Jr.” because I believe his contributions
to the sport of NASCAR have changed
the sport loved by many Floridians. I
picked to plant the garden in Greynolds
Park because this park is home to many
biker conferences annually and I believe
bikers will enjoy looking at the beautiful
wildflower garden and monument
placed in the memory of Bill France Jr.
-- David Stolear

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 357
William Henry Gleason, Land Developer (1829–1902)
This Florida land developer was also Florida’s second lieutenant
governor. He purchased a tract of land in the hopes of developing
it, and named it Eau Gallie (translated means Rocky Water). The
village has been subsumed by Melbourne Beach, but one of the
main thoroughfares still bears its name.

FLOR500 Participant: Christopher Perry, Homestead, FL
“While intercostal trades were
not at an all-time high William
Henry Gleason was one of
many innovators that did
shipping and manages docks.
But he also came from a family
that had a great deal of
significance in the Florida’s
growth in agricultural and
residential lands in post-civil war
times. Please give thanks to
such a great innovator and
remember him and his family in
their courageous and smart
idea, which has helped Florida. I
chose this piece of land
because he was a land
developer.”
-- Christopher Perry

Albert planted his FLOR500 garden at:
3730 NE 15th St
Homestead FL 33033
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GARDEN 359
Major Cyrus Graves, Land Developer

Yet another land developer, he purchased a tract of ocean
side land with an eye to developing a city like Daytona Beach.
He and his investors wound up with a pineapple plantation
that eventually developed into Melbourne Beach.

FLOR500 Participant: Garbrielle Phillips, Miami, FL
“Major Cyrus added chapels
and helped residents in
building up the community.
Florida is big on its history and
Major Cyrus has a huge part in
it. Every year in Melbourne
Beach since 2011 they
celebrate their Founders day
(May 3rd) in honor of the late
Cyrus with a full day of events
for people of all ages to
participate in such as Graves
Kayak and Canoe Races,
Pineapple paddle board races,
and Pineapple runs.”
-- Gabrielle Phillips

Gabrielle planted her FLOR500 garden at:
1 Lincoln Road
Miami Beach, FL 33139
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GARDEN 364
Thomas Jesup, Military Leader (1788–1860)

In 1836, President Andrew Jackson ordered Thomas Jesup
to assume command of all U.S. troops in Florida during the
Second Seminole Indian War. Jesup captured Seminole
warrior Osceola under a flag of truce, which was a
controversial decision. Lake Jesup, named after the general,
has one of the densest populations of alligators in the state.

FLOR500 Participant: Sofia Ponce de Leon, Pinecrest, FL
“I thought this location was a
perfect spot to plant this
garden honoring General
Thomas Jesup. The lake is in
dedication to his career in the
Second Seminole War, and
because where the lake is
located and is known for
Florida’s creatures, I felt this
was the perfect location.
Pinecrest Gardens is a
beautiful location, very green,
bright and across a beautiful
canal. I also loved this location
because it is very close to
where I live. This gives me the
opportunity to visit this small
grassy spot and see how the
small garden I planted has
come to life. I felt there was no
better way to honor a garden
for Thomas Jesup and
dedicate another area that is
similar to Jesup Lake.”
-- Sofia Ponce de Leon

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
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GARDEN 365
John F. Kennedy, President (1917–1963)

In 1961, the 35th President of the United States, John F.
Kennedy, committed the nation to landing a man on the
moon and returning him safely to the earth before the
decade was out. He did not live to see this vision
fulfilled, but it was, with five months to spare. The
Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral is the launch
site of every U.S. manned mission into space.

FLOR500 Participant: Danielle Valerio, Miramar, FL
“In 1961, the 35th
President of the
United States, John
F. Kennedy,
committed the nation
to landing a man on
the moon and
returning him safely
to the earth before
the decade was out.
He did not live to
see this vision
fulfilled, but it was,
with five months to
spare. The Kennedy
Space Center at
Cape Canaveral is
the launch site of
every U.S. manned
mission into space.”
-- Danielle Valerio
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GARDEN 367
Doris Leeper, Artist and Environmentalist (1929–2000)

Doris Leeper was an internationally known sculptor,
painter, and environmentalist. In 1975, she was
instrumental in the creation of the Canaveral
National Seashore, the longest stretch of
undeveloped beach in east central Florida. In 1982,
she founded the Atlantic Center for the Arts, a
residential facility for interdisciplinary artists that
pairs master artists with apprentices.

FLOR500 Participant: Ivan Vanegas, Miami, FL
“I dedicate this garden in
honor of one of the
"Important Floridians”
Doris Marie Leeper. She,
a commended visual
artist and
environmentalist, was
internationally
recognized as sculptor
and painter who
successfully executed
many large-scale
projects and whose work
has been collected by
over 100 museums,
corporations, and
individuals all around the
country.”
-- Ivan Vanegas
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GARDEN 368
A.B. Michael, Citrus Entrepernar (1877–1964)

The Michael family came to the Indian River area in the
1880s and planted citrus on the island (Orchid Island). Alfred
operated a trading schooner on the river in the early years
and then opened a general store. He consolidated his
holdings in citrus with others to form the Deerfield Groves
and helped organize the Indian River Citrus League and the
Florida Citrus Mutual in Lakeland. He was instrumental in
marketing and branding the "Indian River Citrus” labeling and
was voted the "Dean of Citrus.”

FLOR500 Participant: Lynette Vargas, Miami, FL
“This Garden is dedicated to the late
A.B. Michael and there contribution
to our state. The Michael family
came to the Indian River area in the
1880s and planted citrus on the
island (Orchid Island). Alfred
operated a trading schooner on the
river in the early years and then
opened a general store. He
consolidated his holdings in citrus
with others to form the Deerfield
Groves and helped organize the
Indian River Citrus League and the
Florida Citrus Mutual in Lakeland.”
-- Lynette Vargas

Lynette planted her FLOR500 garden at:
13760 SW 160 lane
Miami, FL 33177
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GARDEN 369
David Mizell, Sheriff (1833-1870)

David Mizell was the first Orange County sheriff killed in the line
of duty. He was shot on east central Florida property owned by
the Barber family. Although his dying wish was to not be avenged,
his murder started the Barber-Mizell Family Feud of 1870. David
Mizell’s grave is the oldest in the small family cemetery in what is
now Harry P. Leu Botanical Gardens.

FLOR500 Participant: Rodrigo Quirch, Miami, FL
“The reason for this garden in honor
of the important Floridian, Sheriff
David Mizell is to bring his existence
to bring knowledge in to the
populated area with many adults and
children. I think the importance of this
project is to spread the story of these
important Floridians and to teach
people what they have taught us. The
big reason I chose a park though was
because of the children. Children are
the future of our state, the future of
this country, and it is important to
teach them about the people that
have come before us.”
-- Rodrigo Quirch

Rodrigo planted his FLOR500 garden at:
40th St. and 82nd Av.
Miami, FL 33155
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GARDEN 370
Harry T. Moore (1905–1951) and Harriette V. Moore (1902–1952),Civil
Rights Leaders

Harry T. Moore was a civil rights activist and educator who
founded the Brevard County branch of the NAACP and the
Progressive Voters’ League. He was married to educator
Harriette V. Moore. On Christmas night, 1951, their 25th
wedding anniversary, the couple became the first martyrs of the
contemporary civil rights movement when a bomb exploded
under their home in Mims. Harry died that night, Harriette nine
days later.

FLOR500 Participant: Maria Ramirez-Rodriguez, Miami, FL
“This garden, planted in
Miami, Florida; is being
dedicated to Harry and
Harriette Moore because
without them, there would be
no equal salaries for colored
and white people. This would
also lead to more racism in
society today. This garden is
being planted at Florida
International University in
Miami because it is a school;
and Harry and Harriette
Moore were teachers wanting
an equal salary with whites. ”
-- Maria Ramirez-Rodriguez

Maria planted her FLOR500 garden at:
11200 SW 8th St
Miami, FL 33199
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GARDEN 371
Jim Morrison, Musician (1943–1971)

Poet, lyricist, and rock singer Jim Morrison was born in
Melbourne, Florida, in 1943. He attended St.
Petersburg Junior College and FSU before moving to
California where he graduated from UCLA Film School
and co-founded The Doors. In 2010, Florida Governor
Charlie Crist sought and received a pardon for charges
against Morrison for alleged indecent exposure during
a Doors concert in Miami in 1969.

FLOR500 Participant: Vania C. Vieta, Miami, FL
“I grow this garden for
him, because he was an
individual that deserves
a monument in his
name- but a garden fits
him better. As he was
wanted in Dade, and it
is where he shined the
most with being himself
after showing "himself"
in front of an Audience
at his concert; this
garden will be planted
near the busiest roads.
Signifying his life with
people passing through
it, but he's off to the
side, away from the
mainstream of everyday
life- and being in his
own realm.”
-- Vania C. Vieta
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GARDEN 372
Ransom E. Olds, Automobile Pioneer (1864–1950)

A pioneer of the automobile industry, both the
Oldsmobile and REO brands were named after Ransom
E. Olds. He established the modern assembly line to
mass produce automobiles beginning in 1901. As early
as the 1890s, Olds and Alexander Winton began
staging automobile races on the firm sands of Ormond
Beach and Daytona Beach.

FLOR500 Participant: Zhana Reed, Deltona, FL
“Ransom E. Olds was the
first to use the assembly
line in automobile industry.
Around the town,
Oldsmobiles are rare
because General Motors
discontinued it after 96
years of production.
However, when I do see an
Oldsmobile, I will know who
started that automobile line
and now so will everyone
else. I hope you appreciate
the garden as much as I
do.”
-- Zhana Reed

Zhana planted her FLOR500 garden at:
1200 Saxton Blvd.
Deltona, FL 32725
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GARDEN 374
Francisco Pellicer, Community Leader (1747–1820)

He was one of the original Minorcan colonists at the
Andrew Turnbull colony of New Smyrna. In 1777, he led
other colonists to St. Augustine to escape the terrible
conditions of the colony. He settled in St. Augustine and
worked as a carpenter. Eventually, he moved his family to
a farm south of town near the Mantanzas River. Today,
Pellicer Creek is named after him..

FLOR500 Participant: Adner Rios, Miami, FL
“Here is my garden in dedication to
Francisco Pellicer’s hard work and
legacy. Although he was a person
with no education background, he
had skills, and along with the rest of
the Minorcans to form plantations and
form a community. Even though they
were going through persecutions from
the English, diseases, and issues
with the government they never gave
up. As a result, he became an
honorable and successful person. ”
-- Adner Rios
Adner planted his FLOR500 garden at:

Kendall United Methodist Church
7600 104 Street Miami, FL
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GARDEN 375
Juan Ponce de León, Explorer (1474-1521)

Landing somewhere along the east central coast of Florida in
1513, Juan Ponce de León called the area "La Florida,” giving
our state its name. Ponce was a Spanish explorer and
conqueror, and the first governor of Puerto Rico. During an
attempt to establish a colony on Florida’s west coast in 1521,
Ponce was attacked by Calusa Indians and later died of his
injuries.

FLOR500 Participant: Annelis G. Rivera, Miami, FL
“On each bottle is a small leading
clue to whom the gardens are
dedicated to, a few have the date
04/02/1513, which is the date
where Juan Ponce de Leon
discovered Florida, among other
things like links to videos on him.
Only one bottle has the exact
details, with a label stating the
bottle gardens are dedicated to
him. I thought it would be fun if
people were given a chance to
discover for themselves and
engage and “explore” the art in a
different way.”
-- Annelis G. Revera

Annelis planted her FLOR500 garden at:
11395 SW 79th St
Miami, FL 33173
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GARDEN 376
Jackie Robinson, Baseball Pioneer (1919–1972)
On March 17, 1946, baseball player Jackie Robinson
broke the color barrier in professional sports in Daytona
Beach. Robinson was playing for the Montreal Royals, a
farm team for the Brooklyn Dodgers. The field where
Robinson’s first professional game was played is now
called Jackie Robinson Ballpark.

FLOR500 Participant: Kieron Williams, Miami, FL
“Jackie Robinson was
the first African
American to play in
modern Major League
Baseball and an
influential figure in
ending racial
segregation. Although
it wasn’t illegal for
black men to play in
the major leagues,
there was a baseball
"color line” that kept
black men in the
Negro leagues. Jackie
Robinson was a hero
to his people, a
symbol of athleticism,
and an igniter of
change that moved
cultures every way he
could”
-- Kieron Williams
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GARDEN 378
Dr. Mary Josie Rogers, Community Leader and Physician (1876–1975)
Dr. Rogers was a lifelong resident of Daytona Beach. In
1920, she became the first female mayor of Daytona
Beach just a few months after women won the right to
vote. She was also the first female doctor. Her house is
still standing in downtown Daytona Beach.

FLOR500 Participant: Laura Yut, Miami, FL
“Dr. Mary Josie Rogers
was born in Daytona
beach, in 1876, and lived
in the state of Florida all
her life. Her father was
David Dunham Rogers,
another great Floridian.
Following the steps of
her father, this great
woman was both the first
female doctor of the
place she was born in
and the major of the
same place. In 1907
Mary began her career in
Daytona beach and in
five years she was
already chairman of the
Health department of
Florida. She was also
involved in the struggle
against women suffrage
and became city
commission by 1921.”
-- Laura Yut
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GARDEN 379
Caroline P. Rossetter, Businesswoman (1898–1999)
In 1921, at the age of 23, Caroline P. Rossetter took over her
father’s Standard Oil agency, becoming the first female agent for
the company just months after women received the right to vote in
this country. She became one of the company’s most successful
agents, operating the Eau Gallie, Florida, based operation for 62
years. Her family home is now a house museum.

FLOR500 Participant: Francisco Rivero, Miami, FL
“Caroline Rossetter built some of
the first gasoline stations in South
Brevard and was the sole distributor
of oil to the Banana River Naval Air
Station's civilian air force during
the Second World War. Caroline
also continued her father's interests
in the areas of both cattle and
citrus. To give tribute to Caroline I
went to the downtown area of Miami
and found a local garden within the
busy city. I felt that having a garden
surrounded by companies and fast
growing business, embodies the
spirit of Caroline and her
hard working mentality.”
-- Francisco Rivero

Francisco Rivero planted his FLOR500 garden at:
1601 Biscayne Blvd
Miami, FL 33132
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GARDEN 381
John B. Stetson, Businessman and Philanthropist (1830–1906)

John B. Stetson was inventor of the cowboy hat, which
was very popular as practical head gear for both Western
settlers and Florida cattlemen. Stetson donated so
generously to Deland University that the Florida college
was renamed Stetson University in 1889. Stetson
University Law School, established in 1900, was the first
in the state.

FLOR500 Participant: Christian D. Roque, Miami, FL
“This is the case of the cowboy hat
that created by John B. Stetson,
represented the American culture
during the 20th century being one
of the few things that made
American cowboys internationally
known When I decided to plant the
garden I thought of the only place
in which a reasonable amount of
people would walk to and stare at
the sign and garden. This is near
what used to be my high school. I
knew plenty of students would walk
up with interest to the sign and the
newly planted garden to know
more about the person it’s
dedicated to.”
-- Christian D. Roque

Christian planted his FLOR500 garden at:
15900 SW 56th St
Miami, FL 33185

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 382
Dr. Howard Thurman, Civil Rights Leader (1899–1981)

Born in Daytona Beach, Florida in 1899, Howard Thurman
was an author, philosopher, educator, and civil rights
leader. In 1953, Life magazine called Thurman "one of the
12 greatest preachers of the twentieth century.” Preaching
racial equality through non-violent change before Martin
Luther King, Jr., Thurman was this country’s primary
contact with Mahatma Gandhi for many years.

FLOR500 Participant: Gabriela Roque-Velasco, Miami, FL
“ A prolific writer, Thurman wrote about
20 books of ethical and cultural
criticism. His books influenced leaders
of the Civil Rights Movement, such as
Martin Luther King Jr. He later served
as spiritual advisor to Martin Luther king
Jr. Howard Thurman left a legacy.
Thurman was named honorary Canon
of the Cathedral of Saint john Divine.
He was named one of the 50 most
important figures in African-American
history. Life magazine named him one
of the 12 most important religious
leaders in the United States.”
-- Gabriela Roque-Velasco
Gabriela planted her FLOR500 garden at:
Epiphany Catholic School

5557 SW 84 Street
Miami, FL 33143
FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial. www.flor500.com |
Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 384
Andrew Turnbull, Businessman (1718–1792)

The British colony of New Smyrna was founded by
Scotsman Andrew Turnbull in 1767. He arranged to bring
1,403 Greek, Minorcan, and Italian settlers to the colony,
but by the time the ships arrived in Florida, 148 people
had died because of the rough seas and sickness. By
1777, many of the remaining settlers revolted and fled to
St. Augustine.

FLOR500 Participant: Galia Rotter, Golden Beach, FL
“My garden is located in a public
space at the town of Golden
Beach, Florida, it is planted near
a beautiful ocean to help
remember this special man and
the hard work that he embraced
by sailing all those people
through the sea. Although 144
passengers died in the way due
to sea sickness, he managed to
get the rest safely to land where
they found new beginnings.”
-- Galia Rotter

Galia planted her FLOR500 garden at:
433 Center Island
Golden Beach, FL 33160

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 386
Carrie Abbe, Postmistress (1957–1940)

Appointed postmistress of Sarasota in 1891, Carrie
Abbe served in that position until she resigned in
1922. She was of invaluable service to the fledgling
community, helping with various civic projects
including the Woman’s Club. When she died it was
said, "When the history of Sarasota is written there is
no person who will stand out more prominently in its
pioneer days that this dearly loved woman.”.

FLOR500 Participant: Bronte Duvic, Miramar, FL
“In this garden, I created a
structure out of three bricks that is
meant to serve as a makeshift
mailbox. It is a delivery system
much like the one used at the wall
outside of the Casa di Guilietta in
Italy--letters can be left in between
the bricks and picked out to be
read. I hope that the reader will
also decide to take the time to
inform themselves about FLOR500
and have the opportunity to learn
about others who helped influence
Florida's history.”
-- Bronte Duvic

Bronte planted her FLOR500 garden at:
4701 SW 40th Street
Miramar, FL

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 387
Abiaka (Sam Jones), Seminole Leader (1760–1860)

Abiaka, commonly known as Sam Jones, was a wellknown keeper of traditional knowledge and a powerful war
chief. Abiaka was one of the few Southeastern American
Indian leaders to successfully defy the U.S. government
and avoid deportation to the Indian Territory west of the
Mississippi. His influential leadership in the Second
Seminole War (1835–1842) set the foundation for the
permanent presence of Native Americans in South
Florida.

FLOR500 Participant: Brooke Englert, Miami, FL
“I chose this location for the garden
site ironically because this specific
park has an actual statue of Abiaka.
The statue is conveniently placed
behind the main office of the park, in
the front of the woods in which the
beauty of nature surrounds the statue.
The park possesses this figurine of
Abiaka because of the impact he
made in the Second Seminole War is
the reason for the presence of all
Native Americans here in South
Florida grounds today. His relevance
to the Seminole people is almighty,
therefore the statue displayed is there
in honor of Abiaka and his bravery.”
-- Brooke Engler

Brooke planted her FLOR500 garden at:
Tree Tops Park

3900 SW 100th Ave, Davie FL 33328

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 388
Dr. Fred Albee, Orthopedic Surgeon, Developer (1876–1945)
Dr. Fred Albee, nationally known orthopedic surgeon who
pioneered work in bone grafting, came to the VeniceNokomis area in 1917. He believed the area ideal for a
hospital and a community. Dr. Albee bought large parcels
of land that included twenty-five miles of waterfront. He
hired the famous city planner, John Nolen, to work on the
design. He founded the Venice-Nokomis Bank, the only
boom period bank to survive the Depression. Albee
donated land for the Venice-Nokomis Methodist Church
and also land for the Nokomis School.

FLOR500 Participant: Marissa Huddle, Miami, FL
“I planted this garden in
honor of Dr. Frederick
Albee. Dr. Albee was an
orthopedic surgeon. He
became fascinated with
medicine at an early age.
Because of Dr. Albee’s
dedication to his career
many people who
suffered from injury were
able to overcome
previously untreatable
situations. I could not
think of anyone more
deserving of this garden
than Dr. Albee. His
memory is honored at
West Kendall Baptist
Hospital for everyone to
see.”
-- Marissa Huddle

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 390
Josie Billie, Seminole Medicine Man (1887–1980)
Josie Billie was a well-respected medicine man who
converted to Christianity. He bridged another gap by
serving as an informant for William Sturtevant (of the
Smithsonian Institution) because of his knowledge of
English and his willingness to share information about
the Seminole Tribe. This relationship insured that
Sturtevant’s published work contained a wealth of
correct cultural information that survives to the
present day.

FLOR500 Participant: Naidy Escobar, Miami, FL
“I am dedicating this
garden to this important
Floridian because he was
great man. The location I
choose was in front of my
house. I choose this area
because everyone can
admire the little garden
that I created. I just felt
like it was the right place.
This would cause
people’s attention to stop
and maybe learn
something new. I really
enjoyed doing this project
and being able to share it
with the people that live
around me and teaching
them about an important
Floridian.”
-- Naidy Escobar

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 391
Susie Billie, Seminole Medicine Woman (1896–2003)

This quiet and reserved woman was a holder of
traditional medicinal knowledge for the Seminole
Tribe. Her knowledge and power were well respected
in the Big Cypress community and throughout the
Tribe. She was dedicated to preserving the traditions
that remain an incredibly important part of Seminole
culture despite the intrusions of modern society.

FLOR500 Participant: Kevin Espinoza, Miami, FL
“This garden not only represents
Susie Billie but also represents a
piece of Florida. Even to this day her
rituals and practices live on in the Big
Cypress Reservation along with many
of her family members like her
daughter who also has learned the
full knowledge of medicine from her
mother. Another reason as to why
Susie Billie was such an important
Floridian is because she gave insight
on medical practices used today.
During her time labeled the Territorial
Days, Susie Billie helped cure those
not from their lands and worked with
doctors so to educate them on the
land and how to be healed by it.
Susie Billie is an amazing woman and
received a Folk Heritage award for
her contributions, knowledge, and
insights on the world of medicine in
Florida.”
-- Kevin Espinoza

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 393
Billy Bowlegs III, Seminole Elder (1862–1965)
Born Billy Fewel, he renamed himself as an adult to honor a
famous war hero. Billy spent his life learning and teaching the
history of the Seminole Tribe and became a respected elder on
the Brighton Reservation. His willingness to share his knowledge
helped ensure the establishment of additional reservation lands
for his people.

FLOR500 Participant: Kaye C. Fabregas, Miami, FL
“I decided to plant a garden in a
church in honor of Billy Bowlegs III
to portray his goodness and the
purity of his intention in leading and
guiding the Seminole tribe. A
church serves as a haven for
Christian people, and just like a
church Billy Bowlegs III stood as a
shelter to the Seminole tribe.
Through his persistence, he was
able to gain the approval of Florida
state legislature to reserve 100,000acre of land property for the tribe in
the Everglades. He not only led and
stood for the Seminole tribe but also
taught the history of the tribe to
younger generations.”
-- Kaye C. Fabregas
Kaye planted her FLOR500 garden at:
12300 NE 6th Ct
North Miami, FL 33161

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 394
William Henry Brown, Trading Post Owner (1856–1927)
Born in Bristol, England, Brown settled in Florida around
1870 and operated Brown’s Boat Landing trading post in
the Big Cypress Swamp from 1896 until 1909. Brown
became friends with the local people and traded much
needed supplies. As the only trading post in the region, it
was indispensable to the Seminoles.

FLOR500 Participant: Shara Johnson, Miami, FL
“I am dedicating this garden to the
important Floridian William Henry Brown
near the lake at Florida International
University to represent the fact that he
resided near the everglades and because
of his discovery of Rocky Lake. Brown was
an honorable man who cared for people
and went out of his way to trade with the
Indians at this time. It is said that it used to
take anywhere from 8 to 12 days to make
the journey from this post all the way to Fort
Myers, but William Henry Brown still
traveled that route all the time. Mr. Brown
not only brought the Indians supplies but he
also let his wife get involved to teach them
the use of canned goods, how to use a
sewing machine, and how to cook different
types of foods. Mr. Brown was a caring
man, and he deserves this garden in his
memory.”
-- Shara Johnson

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 395
John Browning, Colonist (?–1913)

A member of the original Scot Colony which arrived in
Sarasota in 1885, John Browning and his family were among
the few to stay on after the colony failed and colonists went
their separate ways. Having been the owner of a lumber mill
and woodworking shop, he was an expert craftsman and was
kept busy in Sarasota with the projects of the Florida Mortgage
and Investment Company, the founders of the colony.

FLOR500 Participant: Johanna Falkenhagen, Miami, FL
“All in all, the whole entire Browning
family was a huge contribution to
the State of Florida. I have planted
a garden in Memory of John
Browning. Since John Browning
helped to grow and establish the
state of Florida, I am now growing
and establishing a garden in his
name, as a way to give back and
return all his efforts, by making his
name public and available for a lot
of people to read and know his
history and accomplishments.”
-- Johanna Falkenhagen

Johanna planted her FLOR500 garden at:
3105 NE 190th St
Miami, FL 33180

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 397
Owen Burns, Developer (1869–1937)

Owen Burns saw the potential of Sarasota to be a
resort community. Burns changed the face of
Sarasota by paving roads, building seawalls,
dredging and filling areas to create the Ringling
Causeway and keys, and by using renowned
architectural designers to create buildings which
set the style of Sarasota.

FLOR500 Participant: Lourdes Fernandez, Miami, FL
“I decided to plant my Florida
Native Wildflower in Coral Gables,
Florida. The area that I selected is
a public historical area, which is
always very populated, filled with
Floridian landscapes architects. I
selected this area in hopes of
informing visitors of the dedication
and contributions Owen Burns put
forth in efforts to better his city and
state by making this area a
memorial remembrance to the late
honorable Owen Burns.”
-- Lourdes Fernandez

Lourdes planted her FLOR500 garden at:

2327 Salzedo St, Coral Gables, FL

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 398
Ruth Butler, Supporter of the Arts (1904–1990)

Ruth Butler started working on her plan for a Sarasota orchestra
by enlisting the help of every musician she knew. On March 12,
1949, the Florida West Coast Symphony Orchestra gave its first
performance. Many talented people helped make the Florida
West Coast Symphony Orchestra, but Ruth Butler started it all.

FLOR500 Participant: Yenisleidy Fernandez, Miami, FL
“Ruth Butler dedicated
her life to the
symphony of her
culture and music. In
Sarasota, she stood as
a brilliant and dynamic
personality who began
the Sarasota Orchestra
that still lives to this
day. Ruth was very
intuitive with the world
she lived in. People
like her are
remembered forever
and that is why I am
planting this gorgeous
garden in her name.”
-- Yenisleidy Fernandez

Yenisleidy planted her FLOR500 garden at:
11200 SW 8TH ST
Miami, FL 33199

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 399
Chakaika (Follow After), Seminole Leader
On August 7, 1840, Chakaika led a second successful
raid on the island community of Indian Key. Afterwards,
on a hidden island in the Everglades, Chakaika felt he
and his people were safe, but an early morning attack
by Colonel William S. Harney proved fatal. Today the
island is known as Yatcasask in Mikulski, or "Hanging
People” in English, because of Harney’s display of the
enemy’s bodies after his victory.

FLOR500 Participant: Franger Flores, Miami, FL
“The sunflower truly relates to
Chakaika. He was an inspirational
leader who stood for justice.
Today, the island is known as
Yatcasask in Mikulski, or "Hanging
People” in English, because of
Harney’s display of the enemy’s
bodies after his victory. The
flowers I planted, in his honor,
serves as a flower, but it can also
give seeds to feed others and rich
in oils and vitamins. I had a great
time participating in Fflor500
because I truly feel that I made a
change in the community by
planting.”
-- Franger Flores

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 402
Coacoochee (Wild Cat), Seminole Leader (1807–1857)

Coacoochee was a great leader throughout the Second
Seminole War. He was particularly well-known as an effective
commander in the heat of battle, especially at the Battle of Lake
Okeechobee. In 1837 he was sent to Indian Territory with many
of his followers. He eventually led a group of Seminoles to settle
in Mexico where he became a colonel in the Mexican Army.

FLOR500 Participant: Manuel Garcia, Miami, FL
“The garden that was
planted for Coacoochee
symbolizes freedom, which
is what this Seminole Chief
was fighting for. He fought
for freedom regardless of
ones origin. Despite being
Seminole or of color
Coacoochee, he fought to
protect his people and
helped shape Florida into
what it is today.”
-- Manuel Garcia

Manuel planted his FLOR500 garden at:
11395 SW 79th St
Miami, FL 33173

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 404
Lewis Colson, Community Activist (1844–1922)

Lewis Colson, who came to Sarasota with the original
surveying team in 1884, became a leader in the African
American community. A lay preacher, he and his wife Irene
donated land for the Bethlehem Baptist Church and he served
as its minister and pastor from 1899 to 1915. The Colson
Hotel and Colson Street are named in his honor.

FLOR500 Participant: Joselyn Miranda, Miami, FL
“Lewis Colson lived in a time period
where racial prejudice and injustice
was prevalent. Despite his rough
history as a slave, Colson still
dedicated most of his live to being a
community activist. He gave many
people a place to establish a home
and form long last relationships with
people who were all in the same
position. His passion, dedication and
preservation make him a great
community activist and a role model
for the black community. Sarasota
may not have been the home or
where it is today if it was not for his
hope of giving the black community
a new place to call home.”
-- Joselyn Miranda
Joselyn planted her FLOR500 garden at:
7900 NW 187th Terrace
Hialeah, FL 33015

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 405
Josephine Cortes, Publisher (1912–1992)
In 1921, at the age of 23, Caroline P. Rossetter took over her
father’s Standard Oil agency, becoming the first female agent
for the company just months after women received the right to
vote in this country. She became one of the company’s most
successful agents, operating the Eau Gallie, Florida, based
operation for 62 years. Her family home is now a house
museum.

FLOR500 Participant: Cesar Gaviria, Miami, FL
“An inspiration, Josephine’s
attitude is one that is not found
very often, hundreds of people
have been effected by her
many contribution to society
and don’t even know it. That is
why it is an honor for me to
plant a few flowers and give
her just a little bit more
recognition for her actions.
Josephine shall be
remembered as one of 500
Floridians that helped shape
this great state and the people
within it.”
-- Cesar Gaviria

Cesar planted his FLOR500 garden at:
920 SW 76th Ave
Miami, FL 33144

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 407
Charlie Cypress, Seminole Canoe-builder (1884-1960)

Charlie Cypress was one of only a few
highly skilled builders of Seminole canoes
who have practiced the craft since the turn
of the century. As use of this mode of
transport declined, he kept the tradition
alive, and taught many others how to
continue it. His canoes can be seen in
several Florida museums today, such as the
Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum.

FLOR500 Participant: Alexia Georgelin, Eustis, FL
“I chose to dedicate
my garden to
Charlie Cypress, a
very important
Floridian who was
highly skilled in
building Seminole
canoes. May this
symbol of foliage
and nature serve as
a reminder that in
life we should
always follow our
passions, regardless
of our age or
circumstances, and
never give up! My
garden is located in
Eustis, Florida
(central Florida;
Lake County).”
-- Alexia Georgelin

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 409
A. B. Edwards, Civic Leader (1874–1969)
A. B. Edwards spent most of his life promoting Sarasota.
He helped lead its metamorphosis into a modern city, and
became its first mayor. Edwards worked with the group
that successfully lobbied for Sarasota to be separated
from Manatee County in 1921. In 1925, Edwards built the
Edwards Theater on North Pineapple. He has been called
Sarasota’s most outstanding native son. His vision,
practical interests, and tireless promotion to improve
Sarasota helped create the community.

FLOR500 Participant: Dina Malala, Miami, FL
“In dedication and
celebratation of A. B.
Edwards life is my small
garden. This symbolizes
the growth and unity that
the Sarasota-Bradenton
area have flourished as
a result of Edward’s hard
work representing the
area in congress.
Furthermore, as I am
sure Edward is looking
down protecting this
garden and finding
comfort within the steps
we are taking to reach
his vision of an improved
Sarasota and an
improved world.”
-- Dina Malala

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 411
John Henry Floyd (1900–1974)
John Henry Floyd was born in Branford, Florida in 1900. Becoming
a Reverend, he moved to Sarasota in 1925 and dedicated his life
to building churches and buildings in lower income African
American communities such as the New Bethel Missionary Baptist
Church and the Mount Moriah Missionary Baptist Church, where he
served as pastor until his death. Floyd was also well-known for his
dedication to establishing retirement homes for Sarasota’s black
citizens.

FLOR500 Participant: Nataia Gomez, Miami, FL
“I chose this location
because it is located in a
lower income African
American community such as
the ones that Floyd dedicated
his life to. Also, it is a place of
worship so I felt it fit seeing
as John Floyd was a
reverend himself. I think this
garden will appeal to those in
the community because in a
way, John Henry Floyd
represents all of those people
who dedicated their time to
help build this church as well
as the other buildings
throughout this community.”
-- Natalia Gomez

Natalia planted her FLOR500 garden at:
6075 SW 64th St
South Miami, FL 33143

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 413
W. Stanley Hanson, Advocate (1883–1945)

Part of a pioneering Fort Myers family, Hanson spent
his life advocating for Seminole interests, embracing
Seminoles as friends, and collecting photographs and
documents of his interactions with the community. The
archival collection he amassed remains within his
family and is a uniquely valuable repository of
information about early 20th century Florida Seminole
life.

FLOR500 Participant: Hailey Marenco, Miami, FL
“I decided to dedicate my
garden to W. Stanley
Hanson. He devoted his life
to documenting the Seminole
lives, who stepped foot on
southern Florida, I decided to
plant the garden on southern
Florida soil. I did it with my
little neighbor friend who
attends Dr. Carlos Finlay
Elementary and was
extremely enthusiastic and
planting a garden with me.
So southern Florida should
definitely remember W.
Stanley Hanson as the
person that today let us get a
closer look of the Seminole
and their life, through journal
entries and photographs.”
-- Hailey Marenco

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 414
Fanneal Harrison, Educator (1868–1952)
After having done much relief work in World War I, Fanneal
Harrison and Catherine Gavin founded a progressive school in
Sarasota, which followed Dr. Ovide Decroly’s principles of
education. Instead of teacher-imposed discipline, curiosity,
freedom, and self-discipline would motivate learning. The Out-ofDoor School opened in 1924 on Siesta Key, and is considered one
of the finest schools in the country.

FLOR500 Participant: Nathalia Gonzalez, Surfside, FL
“Dedication of my garden to Ms.
Fanneal Harrison in grounds that
symbolize her efforts towards
education. Not only was Ms. Harrison
a recognized educator, but she, along
with Ms. Catherine Gavin, were the sole
founders of the Out-Of-Door-School in
Sarasota, FL. This school focused
solely on an outdoor curriculum that
enhanced a student’s knowledge
towards the outside world. With her
medical training in the University of
Michigan, her health camps for
undernourished children in France, and
many other credentials, Ms. Harrison
found it fit to create a “place where
physical, mental and spiritual
development of the child may be
normal and joyous.”
-- Nathalia Gonzalez
Nathalia planted her FLOR500 garden at:
5925 Lyons Rd
Coconut Creek, FL 33073

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 415
Harry Higel, Mayor (1867–1921)
Betty Mae Tiger Jumper was the first Florida Seminole to
learn to read and write in English. She made it her lifelong
goal to provide service to her people. In 1967 she became
the first female chair of the Seminole Tribe of Florida
ushering in an era of education, prosperity and healthcare
for the Tribe.

FLOR500 Participant: Alexandria Martin, Miami, FL
“Harry Higel was a very
influential Floridian. Mr.
Higel was elected three
times to become the
mayor of Sarasota,
director of the Seaboard
Air Line, director of the
Bank of Sarasota, built
the Higelhurst Hotel, and
he partnered up to name
a new subdivision of
Sarasota to "Siesta"! I
hope that the garden I
planted in honor of Harry
Higel will be admired by
the train-lovers that pass
by the museum every
day!”
-- Alexandria Martin

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 418
Florence Johnson, Postmaster (1922–1999)

Florence Johnson of Englewood was one of only nine
women in Florida to hold the position of First Class
Postmaster when she was appointed by President
Kennedy in 1961. She was Englewood’s longest
serving postmaster, holding the position for nineteen
years.

FLOR500 Participant: Michele Martucci, Miami, FL
“The important Floridian I was
assigned to was Florence
Johnson. She was remembered for
her unwavering passion and
dedication to our state. She was
remarkably only one of only nine
women to hold the prestigious
position of First Class Postmaster,
in Florida. She worked for the
United States Postal Service for 19
straight years, in the area of
Englewood which is in the
Southwest region of Florida. As a
result of the location where she
worked I decided that Sugarwood
Park would be the most
appropriate place to make a
garden in memory of her, because
it is in the Southwest region of
Miami.”
-- Michele Martucci

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 419
Betty Mae Jumper, Seminole Community Leader (1923–2011)
Betty Mae Tiger Jumper was the first Florida Seminole to
learn to read and write in English. She made it her lifelong
goal to provide service to her people. In 1967 she became
the first female chair of the Seminole Tribe of Florida
ushering in an era of education, prosperity and healthcare
for the Tribe.

FLOR500 Participant: Desiree McElroy, Miami, FL
“The important
Floridian I was
assigned is Betty Mae
Tiger Jumper, who was
the first and only
female chief of the
Seminole Tribe of
Florida. She was also
the first Florida
Seminole to learn to
read and write English,
so I decided to honor
Betty Mae Jumper at
my old school, Miami
Palmetto Middle
School. So much good
came out of this project
that I never would of
thought of doing if it
wasn’t for this class. I
couldn’t be any happier
with the outcome.”
-- Desiree McElroy

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 420
MacKinlay Kantor, Author (1904–1977)
MacKinlay Kantor was one of many authors who have found
Sarasota an ideal place to live and write. Kantor’s best-known
work is Andersonville, a novel about the Civil War prisoner-of-war
camp. He won a Pulitzer Prize in 1956. Another of his novels was
made into the movie, Best Years of Our Lives. Kantor wrote the
screenplay. It won seven Oscars, including Best Picture.

FLOR500 Participant: Daniela Hernandez Pedroza, Hialeah, FL
“I decided to dedicate a
garden in his name and
to be an inspiration for
kids interested in writing
at the Miami Lakes Public
Library Branch. A
suburban area filled with
growing minds, and
reflective towards where
MacKinlay Kantor’s love
for literature grew.”
-- Daniela Hernandez
Pedroza

Daniela planted her FLOR500 garden at:
6699 Windmill Gate Rd
Hialeah, FL 33014
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GARDEN 422
George D. Lindsay, Editor (1862–1946)
George Lindsay was a respected newspaper man when he
came to Sarasota to become editor of the Sarasota Herald, a
newspaper established by his son, David, Paul Poynter and
E.E. Naugle. Founded in 1925, the Herald was a driving force
in Sarasota’s growth. George Lindsay, a Presbyterian minister,
was nationally known for a series of nonsectarian religious
editorials. When he died it was said of him "he was loved and
respected by the people of Sarasota as few other men have
been.”

FLOR500 Participant: Alejandra Jaramillo, Miami, FL
“In honor of Geroge D.
Lindsay, various
wildflowers are planted in
shape of an “H”. This
stands for Herald which
what is most memorable
of George Lindsay and
some may say his legacy.
I truly hope anyone who
passes by it notices it and
is curious allowing them to
investigate and research
his name, because
everyone should know
about the first editor of the
Herald, such an important
passage of knowledge
these days. This man
deserves this and so
much more. Rest in
Peace, George D.
Lindsay.”
-- Alejandra Jaramillo
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GARDEN 424
John Nolen, Town Planner (1869–1937)

John Nolen planned the city of Venice, Florida, in 1925. He said
it was his big opportunity to design a city from the beginning. The
resort would balance tourism, trade, and agriculture. He said,
"Everything should be done to regain public ownership of the
waterfront.” He designed subdivisions and other projects for
fifteen other cities in Florida, including West Palm Beach, St.
Petersburg, and Sarasota.

FLOR500 Participant: Christini Jenkins, Miramar, FL
“For this project I decided to plant
my seeds in a field in Miramar,
Florida. The reason for planting it
here was to showcase how John
Nolen took rural areas to create
different neighborhoods and parks.
This was one of the only public
property places that I found, and I
planted the seeds in row
formations to "simulate" how Nolen
used plants and trees to create
intersections and paths. This
garden is dedicated to John Nolen
for being one of the first landscape
architectures in Florida and for also
bringing and new concept of
city/town planning.”
-- Chrisini Jenkins
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GARDEN 425
John "Buck” O’Neil, Baseball Player and Manager (1911–2006)

Buck O’Neil was born in Carrabelle, Florida, but moved to
Sarasota with his family as a child. He worked in the celery
fields, but dreamed of playing baseball. He signed with the
Kansas City Monarchs of the Negro American League in 1938.
During his career, he was a batting champion and played in
many championship games. He later became a manager with
the Monarchs. In 1962, the Major League’s Chicago Cubs
named him coach. He was the first black coach in Major League
Baseball. He later worked to keep the history of the Negro
Leagues alive.

FLOR500 Participant: Isle Jerez, Miami, FL
“John Jordan O’Neil was born
November 13, 1911 in rural
Carrabelle, FL. He left Florida in
1934 for several years after
completing high school and
some college. And in 1937 he
signed with the Memphis Red
Sox for their first year of play in
the newly formed Negro
American League. His contract
was sold to the Monarchs the
following year. This FLOR500
project was interesting and fun.
My garden is important to me
and I hope people learn
something when they take a
look at the wonderful nature it
will become.”
-- Isle Jerez
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GARDEN 428
Corey Osceola, Seminole Promoter (1893–1978)

Despite losing a limb early in life, "Chief” Cory Osceola
became an important figure in the Seminole Tribe. He
appeared on many postcards bought by tourists in the 1930s
and 40s when he worked at Musa Isle, a popular tourist camp
in Miami. He also became a star of the silver screen when he
played an important role in the 1958 movie Winds Across the
Everglades.

FLOR500 Participant: Laura A. Kosanke, Miami, FL
“I choose to plant this garden of
Indian Blanket and Gaillardia
flowers in dedication to Cory
Osceola in Tropical Park on Bird
Road in Miami, Florida. I choose
this location to plant a garden in
his dedication because the
Seminole and Mikasuki Indian
tribes that he helped were here
in South Florida during his
lifetime and also now. He played
a major role in many peoples’
lives and helped them succeed
in life. He was also in a movie
that was set in the Everglades
here in South Florida.”
-- Laura A. Kosanke

Laura planted her FLOR500 garden at:
7900 SW 40th St
Miami, FL 33155
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GARDEN 429
Dorothy Scott Osceola, Seminole Activist and Community
Leader (1940–1979)

Dorothy Scott Osceola overcame an environment of poverty to
obtain an education and fight for social and economic
improvement in the Seminole Tribe of Florida during a time
when few Seminoles went to school, especially women. She
served as treasurer of the Tribe from 1957–1960, and was
admired as a leader in her community.

FLOR500 Participant: Paula Navarrete, Pembroke Pines, FL
“I am dedicating this garden to
Dorothy Scott Osceola because she
was a Seminole activist and
community leader. Being a woman
during difficult times and when
woman usually wouldn’t have very
large influence in a man powered
world she still fought for social and
economic improvement in the
Seminole Tribe of Florida during a
time when few Seminoles went to
school, especially women. She was
a huge advocate for the tribe’s
education, traditions, culture, and
history alive and fresh amongst all
the members. She pushed everyone
to remember their roots.”
-- Paula Navarete
Paula planted her FLOR500 garden at:
500 NW 209th Ave
Pembroke Pines, FL 33029
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GARDEN 431
Bertha Honoré Palmer, Socialite, Businesswoman (1849–1918)
Bertha Honoré Palmer had homes in London, Paris, Newport and
Chicago. When she arrived by train on the west coast of Florida in
1910, she fell in love with the area. She, her brother Adrian, and her
two sons formed a company called the Sarasota-Venice Co. They
bought tens of thousands of acres of land, and started cattle ranches
and citrus groves. Palmer’s influence brought the railroad as far as
Venice. She envisioned this area as the "Riviera of the American
continent.”

FLOR500 Participant: Ellen Lee, Sarasota, FL
“I dedicated this garden to
this important Floridian
Bertha Palmer in the
Myakka River State Park
because of her many
contributions to the city of
Sarasota, Florida. Her
love for Sarasota was
strong so she went out
and shaped it into the
community it is today.
Ever since she moved to
Sarasota in 1910 she
started to improve the
community right away by
purchasing large amounts
of acres and real estate.”
-- Ellen Lee

Ellen planted her FLOR500 garden at:
13208 State Road 72
Sarasota, FL 34241
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GARDEN 432
Polly Parker (Madeloyee), Seminole Leader (1820–1921)

On a U.S. army ship bound for Arkansas in 1858,
Polly Parker led a group of twelve Seminoles in a
daring escape when the ship docked at St. Marks, so
that they could remain in their homeland of Florida.
Most made it south through the Everglades and met
up with other Seminoles, including her husband, on
the west side of Lake Okeechobee.

FLOR500 Participant: Emmanuel Ochoa, Miami, FL
“Polly Parker also known
as madeloyee to Seminoles
was a very physically and
mentally strong woman.
Before the end of the
Seminole wars she was
captured and soon to be
deployed to a foreign land
away from her husband
and everyone she knew.
She loved nature and
where she lived and of
course lived a very healthy
life which is why she lived
to be 100. Her story is very
inspirational again because
of the fact that she loved
the land she lived in and
the people she lived with.”
-- Emmanuel Ochoa
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GARDEN 433
Calvin N. Payne, Sarasota Benefactor (1844–1926)

Calvin and Martha Payne, winter residents from 1917 to 1926,
were said to have given Sarasota the finest gift it ever received.
In 1925 they donated sixty acres of centrally located land,
valued at $250,000, to be used for a public park. Beginning with
the New York Giants in 1924, Payne Park was used for Major
League spring training until 1988. Another piece of property
they donated on Sarasota Bay is known today as Centennial
Park.

FLOR500 Participant: Marvin A. Ortega, Hialeah, FL
“Both Calvin and Martha Payne were
very generous people whom were
always donating and making a better
surrounding for the community of
Sarasota. They donated about 60
acres which was valued to about
$250,000 to be used in constructing
a public park for the community.
With that being said the garden I
chose is a very giving public park in
which also does to give back to the
community. As what started as just a
garden grew into adding a small
playground for families to bring
children and spend some sunny
Florida quality time.”
-- Marvin A. Ortega
Marvin planted his FLOR500 garden at:

2775 west 52 St
Hialeah, FL 33016
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GARDEN 434
Charles Ringling, Circus Leader, Developer (1863–1926)

Charles Ringling left a lasting mark on Sarasota. His
Sarasota Terrace Hotel, opened in 1926, is now part
of the county administration complex. He founded the
Ringling Bank and Trust Company and was president
of the Sarasota Chamber of Commerce when he
died. He donated the land for the Sarasota County
Courthouse.

FLOR500 Participant: Dammy Osh, Miami, FL
“Charles Ringling is no
average Floridian. He
and his brothers wanted
to create a type of
recreation where people
from far and wide could
come and be blow away,
thus the Ringling Brother
circus was born. I’m
planting this garden at a
fair because although I
could not find a circus, a
fair brings a wow factor
and happiness to people
that stay with them and
cause them to always
come back for more.
Just like Charley
Ringling would have
done it.”
-- Dammy Osh
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GARDEN 435
John Ringling, Circus Leader, Developer (1866–1936)
John Ringling saw Sarasota’s potential as a tourist destination
and he set out to make significant changes through land
development, especially on Lido Key, St. Armand’s Key, and
Longboat Key. John Ringling and associate, Owen Burns, built
the Ringling Causeway and bridge to St. Armand’s Key. He then
donated these to Sarasota. The Ringling Museum was completed
in 1929. When he died, he left the art museum with all its
contents and his home Ca d’Zan to the State of Florida.

FLOR500 Participant: Albert J. Lopez, Miami, FL
“The reason why I chose a
park was because families
gather there and kids play on
the different instruments and
recreational activities
sometimes even doing tricks
on them. When I picture
these kind of antics going
around back and forth I can
just picture the same done
from an adults point of view
but at a large scale circus,
therefore I feel like kids
playing in a park at an early
go hand in hand with
professional performers at a
circus.”
-- Albert J. Lopez

Albert planted his FLOR500 garden at:
1325 SW 103rd Pl
Miami, FL 33174
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GARDEN 438
William Sturtevant, Anthropologist (1926–2007)

An anthropologist for the Smithsonian Institution,
Sturtevant was known for his extensive knowledge
of Native American culture and history. His
ethnographic work with the Seminole Tribe is some
of the most complete research that exists from the
20th century. His published 1955 dissertation, "The
Mikasuki Seminole: Medical Beliefs and Practices,”
is still prized today among scholars and the Tribal
community.

FLOR500 Participant: Andrew Low, Miami, FL
“Sturtevant’s work was described as “absolute
indispensable tool that should be found on the shelves
of all libraries, public and private alike” by Claude LeviStrauss, a renowned anthropologist. Needless to say, I
was quite impressed with the work and knowledge that
Sturtevant executed/taught, as he incorporated historical
aspects to the cultures of Native Americans, a culture
that not many are aware of/about. The seeds collected
in class were planted in his honor at the Tropical Park in
Miami. Where a sign was put on display, informing the
audience of what the garden was being used for.
Furthermore, the sign incorporated the use of small
Native American prints that showed significance towards
the dedication of William Sturtevant.”
-- Andrew Low

Andrew planted his FLOR500
garden at:
Tropical Park
7900 SW 40th St, Miami, FL
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GARDEN 440
Kenneth Thompson, City Manager (1910–2001)

An engineer by training, Kenneth Thompson arrived in
Sarasota in 1950 and remained city manager for 38
years, the longest tenure of any city manager in
history. He guided Sarasota through its post-World
War II boom and beyond. He was at the helm of city
government through its most profound changes.
When he died he was called the "Architect of modern
Sarasota.”.

FLOR500 Participant: Alessandro Luchetti, Miami, FL
“I wanted to dedicate this garden to
Mr. Thompson, because I believe
he has been one of the main
characters that made a change in
the development of
Sarasota. Living by such values
and principles, willing to help
citizens and the community,
creates a public image everyone
should appreciate. It Is because of
people like Mr. Thompson that we
can live better nowadays and
specially for the services that a city
such as Sarasota offers us thanks
to him.”
-- Alessandro Luchetti
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GARDEN 442
William H. Whitaker, Pioneer (1821–1888)
Considered the first person of European descent to
settle in Sarasota, William H. Whitaker built his house
on Yellow Bluffs, on Sarasota Bay and earned money
by selling dried salt mullet and dried roe to Cuban
traders who sailed up and down the coast. In 1847, he
went into the cattle business with his famous ’47
herd. He also served as sheriff of Manatee County.

FLOR500 Participant: Keandra Maragh, Miami, FL
“This flower project was fun and
choosing the private home to
harvest the Indian blanket seeds in
was a great turn out. The flowers
have an intimate and appreciative
environment, as well as, an
appreciative flower lover that loves
art in by shape and form.
Expressing the importance of
William Whitaker’s role in Florida’s
history and being able to make a
difference by causing awareness
was a pleasure and a great way to
build bonds in an artistic way, as
well as, cause restore historic
awareness.”
-- Kendra Maragh
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GARDEN 443
Rose Wilson, Publisher (1876–1964)

Rose Wilson arrived in Sarasota with her
husband Cornelius Van Santvoord Wilson to
begin publishing the Sarasota Times in 1899.
After Cornelius died, Rose published the paper
herself until she sold it in 1923. A progressive
woman, she strongly advocated for the right of
women to vote, for compulsory education, and
for Sarasota to break away from Manatee
County, which was accomplished in 1921. She
was the first woman to register to vote in
Sarasota.

FLOR500 Participant: David Marte, Miami, FL
“The garden was planted at the
entrance to this elderly community
in order to help bring some color
and plant-life to the barren
pathway leading into and around
the homes. It seemed proper to
decorate the entrance to their
community just to make it a little
more aesthetically appealing. As
the garden flourishes, it will
encourage the community to take
pride in their area of living, just as
Wilson did in Sarasota, and plant
more native plants for the
betterment of the community.”
-- David Marte
David planted his FLOR500 garden at:
Tamarac Lakes Senior Living Community
5200 Block Commercial Ave SW Corner
Tamarac, FL 33321
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GARDEN 447
August H. Butts, Businessman and Farmer (1884–1955)

After the real estate bust, he purchased 3,500 acres in Boca
Raton that had been vacated by speculators to grow beans.
Butts Farms became one of Boca Raton’s main employers
during the Depression. The farm provided housing, a church, a
school, and a general store for its employees. Arvida
Corporation eventually purchased the land for development.

FLOR500 Participant: George Aguinaga, Miami, FL
“I planted this Garden in Chuck
Pezoldt Park because it was in
a public area close small
farms. I believe that as the
garden grows, great assistance
will emerge. August H. Butts
has given plenty to our state
and will help inspire others of a
similar mindset to prosper but
not to forget their fellow man.
Also, to remind the residence
of Florida of the significance of
farms and farmers to our
history and economy.”
-- George Aguinaga

George planted his FLOR500 garden at:
16555 SW 157 Ave
Miami, FL 33187
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GARDEN 449
Gwendolyn Sawyer Cherry, Educator and Politician (1923–1979)
Gwen Cherry taught for 22 years before she became
Miami-Dade County’s first female, African American
attorney, and the first African American woman elected to
the Florida legislature. During her years in the Florida
House (1970–1979), she introduced the Equal Rights
Amendment and the Martin Luther King, Jr., state holiday.
She also chaired the Minority Affairs Committee for the
Democratic National Convention and the National
Women’s Political Caucus in 1972.

FLOR500 Participant: Nicole Anaya, Miami, FL
“I had the honor of
dedicating a garden to
Gwendolyn Sawyer
Cherry. She
accomplished so much
during her very short life
and is an inspiration to
all women, not just in
Florida, but around the
United States. In a time
when women were
considered below their
male counterparts, she
stood up and served as
a voice to be heard and
a woman to be
reckoned with.”
-- Nicole Anaya
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GARDEN 451
Arthur Vining Davis, Community Developer (1867–1962)

After retiring as the director of Alcoa, Davis began
amassing and developing property in South Florida. His
1956 purchase of the Boca Raton Resort & Club and
surrounding land was the largest land deal in Florida at
the time. Eventually founding the development company
Arvida, he was instrumental in the development of Boca
Raton.

FLOR500 Participant: Katie Alea, Miami, FL
“The reason why I’m planting
this garden is so that, just like
Davis, this plant will start from
the bottom and grow to
dominate the park in botanical
wildlife. It is also to display Mr.
Davis’s legacy and influence any
of the children who play in the
park that if they work hard
enough they can be just as
successful and make Florida a
better place.”
-- Katie Alea

Katie planted her FLOR500 garden at:
10000 SW 82 Avenue
Miami, FL, 33156
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GARDEN 452
Elisha "Cap” Dimick, Community Leader (1849–1919)

Dimick opened Cocoanut Grove House, Palm Beach
County’s first hotel, in 1880. He served as a state
representative and senator in the 1890s and was the first
mayor of Palm Beach in 1911. An advocate for tourism and
growth, he founded Dade County State Bank, the area’s first
bank.

FLOR500 Participant: Kristen Alea, Miami, FL
“A statue of him stands at the
entrance of the island on Royal Palm
Way, his city. One of the incorporated
Town of Palm Beach’s most influential
and earliest pioneers, Elisha Newton
“Cap” Dimick. Cap Dimick was able to
rally the people in Palm Beach to
incorporate before West Palm Beach
was able to receive the approval for
the annexing. The people of the newly
incorporated Town of Palm Beach
thanked Mr. Dimick by electing him
mayor of Palm Beach. A position he
held until his death in 1919.”
-- Kristen Alea

Kristen planted her FLOR500 garden at:
6955 SW 104th St
Miami, FL 33156
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GARDEN 454
Marjory Stoneman Douglas, Writer and Environmentalist (1890–
1998)

Writer and journalist Marjory Stoneman Douglas devoted many
years of her long life to the preservation of the Everglades,
and was the South Florida environmental movement’s most
articulate spokeswoman. Her book, The Everglades: River of
Grass, is the most influential book ever written about the
Everglades. First published in 1947, it is still in print.

FLOR500 Participant: Melissa Buzzi, Miami, FL, FL
“My important Floridian is Marjory
Stoneman Douglas. She was the
protector of the conservation of the
everglades. She didn’t approve with
the everglades taken and
transformed into land of
development. When thinking of
places where I could plant a garden
honoring Marjory Stoneman
Douglas, there couldn’t possibility
come a better place, to my mind,
than my primary learning center that
I attended when I was younger.”
-- Melissa Buzzi

Melissa planted her FLOR500 garden at:
650 NW 132nd Ave
Miami, FL 33184
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GARDEN 491
Paul Albert Dreher, Landscaper (1903–1993)

The "Johnny Appleseed” of West Palm Beach, Dreher came to
Florida from Germany just after World War I. He transformed the
city’s parks into tropical oases. He created what would become
the Palm Beach Zoo and Dreher Park on 108 acres of city
land. Upon retirement, he helped John D. MacArthur landscape
the City of Palm Beach Gardens.

FLOR500 Participant: Gianmichael Alfonso, Miami, FL
“I am dedicating this garden to Paul
Albert Dreher. (A.K.A.) the "Johnny
Appleseed" of West palm Beach. He
was known for his incredible
landscaping skills. He was hired by
the City of West Palm Beach in 1932
for 25 cents an hour to "do something"
with Flagler Park. He eventually
turned the site into a lush oasis.
Dreher convinced the city in 1951 to
buy 108 acres from the State of
Florida for $100.00. He later spent ten
years turning the swamp into a park
by collecting fill, borrowing equipment,
removing unwanted plants, and
digging a network of ponds, which he
stocked with some fish.”
-- Gianmichael Alfonso
Gianmichael planted his FLOR500 garden at:
4751 SW 162nd Ave
Miami FL, 33185
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GARDEN 460
Hernando D’Escalante Fontaneda, Shipwreck Survivor and Writer
(1532–?)
Teenage Spaniard Escalante Fontaneda survived a shipwreck on
the South Florida coast in the 16th century. He spent the next
seventeen years living with the contact-era Indians of South
Florida. Rescued by Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, he served for a
time as Menéndez’s interpreter. His memoirs, published in 1575,
are one of the earliest descriptions of Florida’s Native Americans,
and are still considered an important primary source on the
subject.

FLOR500 Participant: Simon B. Behnejad, Coral Gables, FL
“The intellectual Hernando
D’Escalante Fontaneda’s
memoirs of Native
Americans had will always
be cherished and
appreciated for without his
persistence of perusing
knowledge even through
adversity of surviving a ship
wreck in the oceans of
Miami, we would not be
where we are today. I hope
somewhere in the soil, the
life of the flower will live
threw the earth.”
-- Simon B. Behnejad

Simon planted his FLOR500 garden at:
14521 SW 64th Ave
Coral Gables, FL 33158
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GARDEN 464
Theodore R. Gibson, Civil Rights Leader (1915–1981)

Father Theodore R. Gibson was an Episcopal Canon and an
active member in the black community of Miami. Gibson
served on the Miami city commission from 1972 to 1981. As a
leader of the civil rights movement, he participated in many
events; for example, in 1945 he helped stage a "wade-in” at
whites-only Haulover Beach. As president of the Miami chapter
of the NAACP, he served a prison sentence in 1960 for
refusing to reveal their membership, charges that were
reversed by the Supreme Court in 1963.

FLOR500 Participant: Luis Burbano, Miami, FL
“I decided to plant my seeds at the
house directly across the street
from the Christ Episcopal Church
of Coconut Grove, the same exact
church that Theodore R. Gibson
served for more than half of his life
up until his passing. I was outside
walking in front of the church about
two weeks ago to see it for myself
and I took a picture of the church. I
saw an old woman living across
the street who said that she used
to attend service with him back in
the day. I planted the garden in
front of her house; It was beautiful
and humble, just like the life of
Theodore R. Gibson.”
-- Luis Burbano

Luis planted his FLOR500 garden at:
3481 Hibiscus St.
Miami, FL 33133
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GARDEN 465
Millie Gildersleeve, Midwife and Farmer (1862–1950)
Millie Gildersleeve was one of the first African Americans
to permanently live in Palm Beach County when she
arrived from Georgia as a freed slave around 1885. She
had a long career as a midwife, attending both settlers
and Seminole Indians. She and her husband, Jake, had a
strawberry farm on the shore of Lake Worth.

FLOR500 Participant: Genesis Del Castillo, Miami, FL
“The garden in memory of Millie
Gildersleeve was planted at Bright
Elementary School in the city of
Hialeah. An elementary school was
chosen to commemorate this
Floridian because as a midwife,
Millie helped women give birth to
children and participated in
expanding of the population. I
believe there is no better place to
honor this than a school where
children are able to grow and
expand their knowledge and truly
become someone. Millie was known
as the mother of many children, in
this same way teachers can also be
viewed in today’s society. By
honoring her in a place like a school
which is filled with children, one
honors the fruit of her seed!”
-- Genesis Del Castillo
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GARDEN 468
James Jerome "Cracker” Johnson, Entrepreneur (1877-1946)

Johnson made his fortune from gambling and bootlegging and
used the money to buy real estate and provided mortgages to
African Americans who could not get them from white-owned
banks. He built a brick jail in 1921 for African Americans in the
City of West Palm Beach. Killed on July 2, 1946, his murderer
was never identified.

FLOR500 Participant: Andrea J. Calcagno, Miami, FL
“We were assisted by
several neighborhood
children and gave them
native seeds and
terracotta pots to take
home to extend the
reach of the project. The
event participants and
the biographies of the
Flor500 figures honored
in the gardening process
have been documented
in the event brochures
which were copied and
left for historic home
tours and community
event that are hosted at
the home. We plan to
continue the
preservation and
restoration work for
other areas of the
property, both inside and
out.”
-- Andrea J. Calcagno
FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 469
Harry Kelsey, Community Developer (1879–1957)
A Boston entrepreneur, Kelsey envisioned a
South Florida winter retreat for wealthy
northerners in 1919. Florida’s first planned
community named Kelsey City came to fruition in
1921, and eventually became the Town of Lake
Park in 1939. At his peak he owned 120,000
acres and fourteen miles of oceanfront between
Miami and Jupiter.

FLOR500 Participant: Tre Caldwell, Miami, FL
“I was quite eager to
research the historical
figure that I was assigned.
Harry Seymour Kelsey was
the president of Waldorf
Systems, Inc. which was a
nationwide restaurant
chain. Kelsey completely
revolutionized the Florida
cities as we know them
through production of
farms, nurseries, resorts
and parks. Planting these
southern flower seeds in
order to bring
remembrance and raise
awareness was the least I
could do to show
appreciation for the historic
Harry Kelsey and Kelsey
City.”
-- Tre Caldwell

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 472
Eva Mack, Health Educator and Community Leader (1915–1998)

Eva Mack arrived in West Palm Beach in 1948 to work
as a public health nurse. She was the first health
specialist for Palm Beach County School Board and
founded the Sickle Cell Disease Foundation of Palm
Beach County in 1979. Elected mayor of the City of
West Palm Beach in 1982, she was the first African
American to hold that office.

FLOR500 Participant: Joshua Carisma, Miami, FL
“I am dedicating this
garden of blanket flowers to
the life of Eva Mack. Mack
was the first health
specialist for the Palm
Beach County Board,
founded the Sickle Cell
Disease Foundation of
Palm Beach County in
1979, and in 1982 was the
first African American to be
elected mayor of the City of
West Palm Beach. Though
she has had many great
accomplishments in her
lifetime, it is the founding of
the Sickle Cell Disease
Foundation of Palm Beach
County that I truly
commemorate her with this
garden.”
-- Joshua Carisma

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 474
José Martí, Poet and Freedom Fighter (1853–1895)
Cuban poet, patriot and freedom fighter José Martí sought
financial support for Cuban independence in the Cuban and
Cuban American communities of Key West and Ybor City
(Tampa). Although his time in Florida was short, the shadow he
cast is long—Cuban Americans of today revere his memory.

FLOR500 Participant: Cristina M. Caycedo, Homestead, FL
“Jose Marti was a Cuban born
native who dedicated his life to
the promotion of liberty,
political independence for
Cuba, and intellectual
independence for all Spanish
Americans. I found this project
to be a very rewarding
experience and one that I am
glad to have been a part of in
celebrating the history of my
home state as well as having
the chance to celebrate
Florida’s quincentennial (2013)
in a creative and informative
way.”
-- Cristina M. Caycedo
Cristina planted her FLOR500 garden at:
855 Waterstone Way
Homestead, FL 33033

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 475
Guy Metcalf, Community Leader (1866–1918)

Guy Metcalf was an entrepreneur, surveyor,
businessman, politician, and newspaper publisher. He
started The Indian River News in Melbourne in 1887,
moved it to Juno, the county seat of Dade County in 1891,
and changed the name to The Tropical Sun. The only
paper between Titusville and Key West, Metcalf promoted
the opportunities to be found in south Florida.

FLOR500 Participant: Alexa R. Chavarry, Miami, FL
“I believe that the reason
Metcalf was so shorttempered with the
publisher of the
Gazetteer was due to his
immense passion for
news and helping others.
He served as mayor in
1904 and 1905, and
pushed for the
separation from Dade,
eventually establishing
Palm Beach County. He
also became Palm
Beach County schools’
second superintendent.
He was a pioneer for
newspaper and
education, and I do
believe that this garden
is accurately dedicated.”
-- Alexa R. Chavarry

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 477
J. C. Mitchell, Politician and Community Leader (1890–1955)
Mitchell moved to Boca Raton to develop real estate,
but his popularity propelled him into civil leadership.
He served three terms as councilman and eleven
terms as mayor, but he is most notable for securing
Boca Raton as the location for an Army Air Corps
base. This installation shaped the area’s economy
during World War II.

FLOR500 Participant: Nathalie Chevalier, Port St. Lucie, FL
“J.C Mitchell is notorious for his
many accomplishments. He was
a man that everyone
appreciated and having a school
named after him, and this
garden named after him as well,
will keep him in sight of the
people he worked hard for. For
all his accomplishments
throughout his life he will truly be
remembered as an important
Floridian to Florida residents
and especially those who reside
in the proud city of Boca Raton.”
-- Nathalie Chevalier
Nathalie planted her FLOR500 garden at:
1601 SW Realty Street
Port St Lucie, FL 34987

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 478
Addison Mizner, Architect (1872–19333)

Addison Mizner was the leading architect not only in Palm Beach,
but also in Florida. During the 1920s, he was credited with
introducing the Mediterranean Revival style to Palm Beach
County which continues to define its aesthetic. The workshops to
construct his design elements became Mizner Industries, Inc.,
then one of the largest manufacturing firms in Palm Beach
County.

FLOR500 Participant: Chayangkoon Chokkijkarn, Miami, FL
“My garden was
dedicated to Addison
Mizner, an Architect. This
project not only creates a
better community
environment, but also
gives awareness toward
environment in the global
society. Indeed, this
project substantially
offers a wonderful
opportunity for students
to develop skills in art,
history, and nature.
Participants also have a
chance to discover new
experiences by doing
activity that they have
never done before.”
-- Chayangkoon
Chokkijkarn

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 482

Vincent Natulkiewicz, a.k.a. "Trapper Nelson,” Businessman (1909–
1968)

Vincent Natulkiewicz, also known as "Trapper Nelson,”
operated Trapper Nelson Zoo and Jungle Garden on
857 acres along the Loxahatchee River. After his death
in 1968, the state purchased land from his heirs and
added it to Jonathan Dickenson State Park. In 1985,
10.3 miles of the northwest fork of the river were
designated "Wild and Scenic” and protected from
development.

FLOR500 Participant: Ivan Vanegas, Miami, FL
“This garden is dedicated
to Vincent Natulkiewicz,
known as "Trapper
Nelson." Vincent was
nicknamed "Trapper” due
to his ways of living. By
the time he moved to
Florida, he had begun a
more rustic way of life
deep in the woods near
the Loxahatchee River.
Since Trapper had nature
in his own backyard and
embraced it, I render a
memory of him in my own
home garden, where I will
protect the flowers just like
he protected his Zoo and
Jungle Garden for as long
as he could.”
-- Ivan Vanegas

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 483
Ann Weaver Norton, Sculptor and Philanthropist (1905–1982)

Ann Weaver Norton came to West Palm Beach to teach
sculpture at the Norton Museum of Art. Her sculpture was
featured in museums around the world. She married the
widowed Ralph Norton in 1948. In 1965 she began her work on
a sculpture garden at her home, which is now the Ann Norton
Sculpture Garden in West Palm Beach.

FLOR500 Participant: Gabriel Coto, Surfside, FL
“This garden is being dedicated to Ann
Weaver Norton for her contribution to West
Palm Beach's artistic footprint. Originally
from Alabama, Norton came to Florida and
established a studio for her sculpting work
which later became a place for people to
come and view her many works. Her
experiences and influences range from
western United States travels and later
Eastern philosophies, even becoming
friends with the Dalai Lama. She used her
subconscious knowledge and inspiration of
Tibetan shrines to create works that she
created where these influences were seen.
Her work has traveled all over the world,
ranging from New York to Rome to Paris.”
-- Gabriel Coto

Gabriel Coto planted his FLOR500 garden at:
8750 Collins Avenue
Surfside FL, 33154

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 484
Ralph Hubbard Norton, Businessman and Art Collector (1875–1953)

Norton came to Florida after retiring as President of
Acme Steel Corporation, with a collection of about 400
paintings that he and his wife had collected over the
years. They opened the Norton Gallery and School of
Art in 1941 in order to share their paintings with the
community. It was later renamed the Norton Museum
of Art.

FLOR500 Participant: Dyana Cuan-Garcia, Miami, FL
“Planting the seeds within Amelia
Earhart park (Hialeah) in honor of
Ralph Hubbard Norton, was a
great decision. In essence, the
park is like the Norton Museum
where both locations are a
cultural attraction for visitors and
locals. The correlation between
the park and his gallery are
indubitably appropriate for this
Flor 500 project. It will make
many people happy once they
walk past the growing garden.”
-- Dyana Cuan-Garcia

Dyana planted her FLOR500 garden at:

Amelia Earhart Park
401 E 65th St, Hialeah FL, 33013

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 486
Alfred Browning Parker, Architect (1916–2011)

Renowned architect Parker’s building concepts were
a precursor to today’s "green design” movement. His
unique "tropical modernist” style were sustainably
suited to tropical climates. Parker graduated from the
University of Florida’s School of Architecture in 1939,
and later returned as Professor Emeritus. He
established his practice in the Coral Gables-Coconut
Grove area in the 1940s.

FLOR500 Participant: Jason Gibson, Miami, FL
“Alfred Browning Parker
was highly influenced by
Frank Lloyd Wright's
organic architecture. Mr.
Parker's buildings used
local materials that work
with the climate, allowing
them to embrace their
environment. As a result,
he received an additional
title and was also known
as "The Original Tropical
Architect.” Well known for
his residences, Parker
has designed over 6,400
projects during his life
time, ranging from major
projects such as the
Miami Marina to TropexPansible, a low-income
modular housing design.”
-- Jason Gibson

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 487
John D. Pennekamp, Journalist and Environmentalist (1897–1978)

Journalist, columnist and editor John Pennekamp worked for
the Miami Herald from 1925 to 1976. He was well known for
his reporting on corruption and using the newspaper to call for
city reforms. Dedicated to conservation, he was instrumental in
the creation of Everglades National Park and John
Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park.

FLOR500 Participant: Melissa Cubas, Key Largo, FL
“When entering John D.
Pennekamp state park, there are
tons of beautiful greenery and the
ocean just a few steps in. But I
was walked, I noticed a small
area that seemed overlooked by
conservationist, so in my efforts to
act as Pennekamp would, I
decided to plant my seeds in the
area that could use it. Having
visited the park multiple times, I
was proud to engage in my
conservationist acts and attempt
to make the park even more
beautiful.”
-- Melissa Cubas

Melissa planted her FLOR500 garden at:
102601 Overseas Highway (MM 102.5)
Key Largo, FL 33037

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 489
Dr. Henry Perrine, Botanist (1797–1840)

Henry Perrine received a land grant in South Florida on
which to introduce useful tropical plants. In 1838, the Second
Seminole War had made the mainland unsafe, so Perrine
and his family moved to Indian Key instead. He introduced
about 70 exotic plants, of which only sisal now grows wild. It
is possible that key limes are descended from the Mexican
limes he planted. In 1840, Indians attacked the island, and
Dr. Perrine was killed. His name lives on in the South Dade
community of Perrine.

FLOR500 Participant: Steve W. Delicat, Miami, FL
“Walking through the FIU Nature Preserve
felt like a different environment. Away from
everyone and out in the nearby wilderness,
it felt as if it kind of relates to the Indian
Keys, which was where Perrine lived
before he died. The Indian Keys today is
pretty much an isolated island where
people can go to get away and visit the
Historic State Park and participate in
activities such as swimming or kayaking;
although the nature preserve is not an
island and within the FIU civilization, it is a
place of its own.”
-- Steve W. Delicat

Steve planted his FLOR500 garden at:
Florida International University
11200 S.W. 8th Street, Miami, FL 33199

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 491
William Lyman Phillips, Landscape Architect (1885–1966)

Landscape architect William Lyman Phillips designed some of
Florida’s most beloved public spaces. His projects included Bok
Tower (Lake Wales), Crandon Park (Key Biscayne), Fairchild
Tropical Garden (Coral Gables), Greynolds Park (Miami),
Matheson Hammock (Miami), McKee Jungle Gardens (Vero
Beach), and Royal Palm State Park (now part of Everglades
National Park).

FLOR500 Participant: Aubree Driver, Miami, FL
“The important influential person that I have
decided to create a small garden for is
William Lyman Philips. He spent the majority
of his career working to build and embellish
the natural Floridian landscape, especially its
lush, green plants. Philips helped improve
Florida’s nature by working with the National
Park Service, Civilian Conservation Corps,
and the Dade County area to try and
preserve the natural landscape and to try to
prevent overpopulating. William Philips’ most
famous works are showcased in Fairchild
Tropical Botanical Garden in Coral Gables.
Throughout the apex of his career, Philips
created many private and public gardens,
which are now owned by families all over the
world.”
-- Aubree Driver
Aubree planted her FLOR500 garden at:
14450 Boggs Dr.
Miami FL, 33176

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 492
George Wells Potter, Artist and Businessman (1851–1924)

Potter arrived in Florida at the age of 18 and by 1888
was Dade County’s first surveyor. He co-founded
Lainhart & Potter Building Materials with George
Lainhart, the oldest extant company in Palm Beach
County. An artist by training, his early drawings of
area people and places recorded pioneer life in south
Florida.

FLOR500 Participant: Christopher M. Duarte, Miami, FL
“The reason I chose this location to
plant a garden in honor of George Wells
Potter was because of the memories I
have at this park. I planted at Concord
Park in Westchester. I grew up in the
area and I spent many days after school
and during the summer at Concord
playing basketball and football with my
friends. I could even say that this place
was where I learned to love the
outdoors and sports.”
-- Cristopher M. Duarte

Cristopher planted his FLOR500 garden at:

3301 SW 114th Ave
Miami, FL

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 494
John Kunkel Small, Botanist (1869–1938)

Botanist John Kunkel Small studied and wrote about the native
plants of the southeastern U.S. and Florida. Florida ferns, cacti
and palms interested him in particular. His publications on his
botanical explorations and on the region’s botany are still read
today. His 1929 book, From Eden to Sahara, called attention to
the environmental destruction of natural places in South Florida,
years before others recognized the problem

FLOR500 Participant: Alisha Henfield, Pembroke Pines, FL, FL
“I am dedicating this wildflower
garden to the late botanist and
author, John Kunkel Small. The
garden was planted in the
playground area of the preschool;
after the planted was finished the
children washed up and painted
pictures of what they hoped the
wildflowers would look like. The
children would later take the pictures
home to share with their families but
before that I gave them a brief
explanation of botany and why it was
important to take care of our plantlife.”
-- Alisha Henfield

Alisha planted her FLOR500 garden at:

12499 Taft St,
Pembroke Pines, FL 33028

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

GARDEN 495
Frank Stranahan (1865–1929) and, Ivy Cromartie Stranahan (1881–1971),
Community Leaders

The Stranahans are Fort Lauderdale’s founding
couple. Frank Stranahan first operated a trading post,
and then prospered as a real estate developer. He
gave land for a hospital, a school, a woman’s club,
and Stranahan Park. Ivy Stranahan taught school
until she married, then engaged in a number of
volunteer civic activities, including women’s suffrage
and helping the Seminoles.

FLOR500 Participant: Pablo Hereter, Coral Gables, FL
“This garden was
dedicated to both
Frank and Ivy
Stranahan who in
their lives educated
youth by way of
religious
organization. They
did great to help the
city of Fort
Lauderdale grow.
The white candle
was used to
symbolize the
knowledge they
spread through
educating
communities.”
-- Pablo Hereter

FLOR500 is a participatory art | nature | history project by Xavier Cortada to commemorate Florida's quincentennial.
www.flor500.com | Copyright 2014 Xavier Cortada.

Xavier Cortada is an artist and Professor of Practice at the University of Miami Department
of Art and Art History. Cortada’s work is intended to generate awareness and action
towards issues of global climate change. Using the power and elasticity of participatory art
to engage, Cortada educates and inspires community members to work together and learn
together to solve our community’s problems.
Cortada has created art installations at the North and South Poles to help address
environmental issues at every point in between. His work is also in the collections of Peréz
Art Museum Miami (PAMM), the Patricia and Philip Frost Art Museum, the MDC Museum of
Art + Design, the NSU Museum of Art in Ft. Lauderdale, the Whatcom Museum in Washington,
and the World Bank and is the Artist-in-Residence at Pinecrest Gardens.
To learn more, visit www.cortada.com.
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